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Reportage

ACMA Technology Summit Urges
Suppliers to Transform in Face of
Unforeseen Disruptions
Media Partner

PHOTOS: ACMA

ACMA awards recognising performance
excellence conferred upon 82 companies

The 4th ACMA Technology Summit was inaugurated at the hands of Mr. Anant Geete, Union Minister for Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises, Government
of India. The minister congratulated the award winners and appreciated innovations which were showcased during the summit. Several panel discussions
were conducted over the two days.

T

he Automotive Component
Manufacturers Association of India
(ACMA), the apex body of the Auto
Component Industry in India, successfully
hosted the fourth edition of ACMA
Technology Summit on 29 and 30 January,
2019 in Pune. With several technology
disruptions including newer norms on
emission, safety, and consumer trends
towards connectivity, on the anvil, the auto
component Industry needs to adapt and
transform through systematic R&D, creation
of new products and upgradation of skills,
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to stay relevant and competitive. It is in this
context that the Summit was themed ‘Indian
Auto Component Industry – Transforming to
stay competitive’. Industrial Product Review
(IPR) was one of the media partners for the
summit.
The summit was graced by eminent
personalities including Mr. Anant Geete,
Union Minister for Heavy Industries &
Public Enterprises, Government of India,
Mr. Thomas Flack, President & Chief
Procurement Officer, Tata Motors Ltd., Mr.
Ram Venkatarmani, President, ACMA, Mr.

Deepak Jain, Vice President, ACMA, Mr.
F. R. Singhvi, Chairman, ACMA Skilling &
Mentoring and Mr. Vinnie Mehta, Director
General, ACMA. Coinciding with the Summit,
the ACMA annual Awards were conferred,
honouring excellence in Auto Component
industry.
The 4th ACMA Technology Summit
brought together national and international
specialists in the field of Industry 4.0,
Telematics, innovative technologies that
are shaping the automotive environment
of tomorrow. The summit witnessed

While the
government is
committed to
introduce e-Mobility
in the country, the
introduction would
be gradual so as
not to disrupt the
current industry
value chain.
- Anant Geete,

Union Minister for Heavy
Industries & Public Enterprises,
Government of India
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Case Studies and Panel Discussions at
the summit
 Overcoming competition by excellence in entire business

stream
 Supply chain sustainability in automotive sector
 Digital (EHS) Environment, Health & Safety
 How Indian &/or global automotive industry is

transforming to stay competitive
 Industry 4.0
 Engineering the future - sustainable solutions with focus

on e-Mobility retrofitting
 Corrosion free materials and opportunities for research
 Resource efficiency & cleaner production for enhanced
competitiveness & innovation in auto components sector
 Solar Power for a zero carbon future
incisive sessions on Industry 4.0, Electric Mobility, AI, Retrofitting
Technologies, Renewable energy among others, addressed by
distinguished industry luminaries that focussed on improving
quality and adopting new technologies, keeping in mind the
concern for environment and sustainability.

VAZE Placement Services
Our Aim is To Create Happiness
ISO 9001:2008 & DUBAI ACCREDITATION
A Trusted Name in Pune, Since 1999.
CB-006

A Right candidate
is an Asset and
a Wrong Liability
y Specialisation in Placing Best Candidates from the Rich Data Bank
y At all levels General Manager to Office Assistant. Such As:

ENGINEERS ACCOUNTS
MARKETING
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
HR & ADMIN
ALL OTHER POSITIONS
WE HAVE PROVIDED SEVERAL COMPETENT CANDIDATES TO
MULTI NATIONAL AND INDIAN COMPANIES.
3B, Sriniwas Bldg., Patwardhan Baug, Erandawane, Pune.- 411004
9604669873, 9689338552
vazeplacement@gmail.com
www.vazeplacement.in
We support you to Fulfil your Dreams of Growth & Prosperity.
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Additionally, ACMA Awards were also given at the Summit. This
year there were 224 applicants, of this 82 winners were awarded. The
winners of ACMA award also shared their success stories at the Summit.
The ACMA awards, since their inception in 1966 are today the
most covetous in the automotive sector. The awards, which began
as a means to recognise and motivate excellence in manufacturing,
have today 14 broad categories including excellence in
Manufacturing, Exports performance, Technology, Quality &
Productivity, HR, Health Safety & Environment, Automation,
Digitisation, Business Growth, Resource Optimisation, Supplier
Development, Make In India, to name a few. Several of these
categories have been further curated to gives special focus to small
and medium enterprises.
Speaking on the occasion, Chief Guest Mr. Anant Geete, Minister
for Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises, Government of India said,
“While the government is committed to introduce e-Mobility in the
country, the introduction would be gradual so as not to disrupt the
current industry value chain”.
Commenting on industry transformation, Guest of Honour,
Mr. Thomas Flack, President & Chief Procurement Officer, TATA
Motors Ltd., said, “The auto component industry must embrace
the digital revolution to stay competitive and relevant; the time
has come for the industry to graduate to Industry 4.0 for better
predictability and addressing customer requirements. To capitalize
on the opportunity, companies will need to shift from their
traditional “disconnected” and “analogue” manufacturing methods to
connected and digitized ones”.
Commenting on the readiness of the value chain, Ram
Venkatarmani, President, ACMA said, “While growth in the
automotive industry is imminent, we however, need to ensure that
the sector, especially our tier-2 and tier-3 are ready to harness newer
opportunities. Tier-2s and 3s pose the single biggest challenge for
us today and it is critical that they be upgraded to world-class levels
of performance, especially on the front of quality, processes and
delivery. Tier 1s will have to play the role of mentor and guide to this
segment of the industry or else the entire value chain will collapse”.
The event culminated with a panel discussion on Digitization–
Business Imperatives to drive efficiency in the supply chain.

About ACMA
The Automotive Component Manufacturers Association
of India (ACMA) is the apex body representing the interest
of the Indian Auto Component Industry. Its membership of
over 800 manufacturers contributes more than 90% of the
auto component industry’s turnover in the organized sector.
ACMA is an ISO 9001:2008 Certified Association.
The Indian Auto-Component Industry showed healthy
growth of 18.3% posting Rs. 3,45,635 crore (USD 51.2 billion)
turnover in the FY 2017-2018. While the exports showed a
growth of 23.9% scaling to Rs. 90,571 crore (USD 13.5 billion)
in FY 2017-18. The Aftermarket grew by 9.8% to Rs. 61,601
crore (USD 9.2 billion) from Rs 56,096 crore (USD 8.4 billion)
in the previous fiscal.
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Interview

PHOTOS: LEADEC INDIA PVT. LTD..

‘We are Working With Our
Customers to Develop and Deploy
Industry 4.0 Practices’

SUDHIR GURTOO
Managing Director, Leadec India Pvt. Ltd.

In a special interview with Industrial Product Review (IPR), Sudhir Gurtoo, Managing
Director of Leadec India explains how Leadec is gearing up for a ‘big change’ in the
automotive sector and also the company’s preparedness in applying Industry 4.0 practices.
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At Leadec, we are gearing up for this big change! We are
currently piloting battery services with a global automotive MNC.
We are also probing other plant services which will open up and
are related to vehicles of the future.

Could you briefly tell us about your professional
background?
Sure. I am an engineer and pursued master’s
in business administration (MBA). I have had a rich experience in
management of different automotive plants and services. After
spending initial years of my career with Tata Motors, I held board
level positions at General Motors India and Indonesia. Since the
past decade I have been leading Leadec in India.
Being a global service provider conglomerate,
would you please explain the diverse range of services offered
by Leadec Industrial Services. Also, tell us which industry
domains Leadec particularly focuses on through its worldwide
network.
Leadec is a ‘one-stop’ technical service provider. We
undertake industrial maintenance by deploying ownership
model. For instance, we maintain CNC machines, assembly lines
in automotive, paint, chemical and other manufacturing plants
including operation and maintenance of Plant utilities.
We also offer services in supply chain solutions (here, we
specially design recyclable crates to transport parts), production
support services and line installation and automation services.
Leadec started with a strong expertise in automotive industry
worldwide. We are now leveraging this to apply our automotive
best practices in other manufacturing fields including
pharmaceutical, chemical, FMCG, whitegoods, aerospace etc.

The entire manufacturing sector is currently
undergoing through a major transformation thanks to the
fourth industrial revolution. Being a service provider to
numerous industry domains what is the roadmap of Leadec in
adopting and applying different Industry 4.0 practices?
We are working with our customers to develop and
deploy Industry 4.0 practices. For our plant maintenance services,
as an example, we are looking at:
 Use of Augmented Reality (AR) technology for remote
diagnosis
 Inter-linking machines; with sensor-based data collection for
corrective action
 Trials for utilization of IOT and even drones for machine watch
and data collection
 Industry 4.0 will also help us to quickly analyse and manage
voluminous data, which we encounter today on shop floor. It will
allow proper utilization of our resources, including skill sharing.
Where do you see Leadec India by 2025?
Leadec India will be a brand leader in manufacturing
services by 2025!
A typical conversation in a manufacturing plant in 2025 will
be something like this…
Person A: “This is very demanding! Do you think someone can
ever deliver this service to us, reliably?”
Person B: “It seems you have not spoken to Leadec yet!”

A forecast suggests that India is expected to
emerge as the world’s third-largest passenger-vehicle
market by 2021 with an annual production of close to five
million vehicles. While this sounds a great opportunity,
electrification is going to be a major disruption for the
automotive industry.Where Leadec stands today in providing
services related to electric vehicles?

About Leadec
Leadec is a longstanding provider of technical services for
the automotive and manufacturing industries. Its KPI based
services range from planning and installation through
production maintenance and facility management to
optimizations along your entire value creation and supply
chain. With a workforce of around 16,600 worldwide,
Leadec represented at more than 200 locations on four
continents. Leadec became operational in India in 2010
with Pune as its Head Office. In the last few years, Leadec
in India has grown at a CAGR of 25% plus on year over year
basis. As of 2018, Leadec is engaged with 45+ customers
across the country with approx. 2000 employees.

Leadec India Pvt. Ltd. (formerly known as Voith Industrial Services India Pvt. Ltd.)
201 & 206, 2nd Floor, Godrej Millennium, 9, Koregaon Park Road, Pune –411001. Tel: 020 4140-1000
Email: info-india@leadec-services.com | Web: www.leadec-services.com
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Interview

‘IP Rings will be a ` 1000 Cr
Company by 2025’

M. GOVINDARAJAN
CEO and Plant Head of IP Rings Ltd.

In a special interview with Industrial
Product Review (IPR), M. Govindarajan,
CEO and Plant Head of IP Rings Ltd.
mentions about a futuristic plan of his
company with respect to electric vehicles,
the company’s preparedness on Industry
4.0 and how he is confident to mark
` 1000 Cr turnover by 2025.
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Could you briefly tell us about your professional
background?
I am M. Govindarajan, B.E., M.B.A,
M.S.,(Technological operations) currently the Plant Head of IP
Rings Ltd., which is a member of the prestigious Amalgamations
Group.
After completing my Graduation, I have joined Bharath
Electronics, Mumbai. During this tenure, I was a project Engineer
installing the first Picture Tube Plant in India for Television. Then,
as I wanted to join the private sector I came back to my hometown Chennai and joined India Pistons Ltd. (IPL) who is wellknown for the Manufacturing of Pistons, Cast Iron Piston Rings,
Pins, Liners for the Automobile Applications. IPL is the pioneer
in Piston and Piston Ring manufacturing in India from 1949. I
served in various departments and did lot of changes to improve
the production to the maximum level to ensure customer
Satisfaction. In1991, IPL has decided to focus more on Steel
Piston Rings, as this was the requirement of modern engines at
that time. Decision was taken to start a new plant / facility, in
Maraimalai Nagar with the Collaboration of a Japanese Company,
Nippon Piston Rings (NPR). And, the Organisation named as IP
Rings Ltd. (IPR) was founded. Our CMD, Sri. N. Venkataramani had
faith on me and honoured, by asking me to join IPR in1997.
Many of the concepts like Cellular Manufacturing, Lean
/ Flow Manufacturing, Low-Cost Automations, TPM, TQM
are implemented under the guidance of our mentor Mr. C.
Narasimhan (CN) and Gurus from Japan Prof. Tsuda, Prof. Takao.
With the strong foundation that has been laid-out, IPR started
diversifying its business by entering into manufacturing of
Transmission Components using a unique technology known as
Orbital Cold Formed (OCF) Technology.
Then, two other new businesses named as Tooling and Pins
were transferred from the umbrella of IPL to IPR. Today, with its
four business units, IPR is doing well and it can face any challenge
to succeed.
We would like to know more about IP Rings. What
kind of products and innovative engineering solutions the
company offers to its clients? Apart from automobile does IP
Rings covers any other industrial domains?
Four business units of IPR are catering the Automotive
industry with the variety of products viz.
Rings Business Unit - Steel Piston Rings
 For first time in India, variety of Surface Treatments like All-over
Chrome Plating, Gas Nitriding, Plasma Spraying, Physical Vapour

Depositions are introduced to meet the Emission Norms and for
the Modern Engine Requirements.
 Surface coatings like Tufftriding, Phosphating are in practice to
protect the Piston Rings and for its better performance
 Based on the customer’s requirement, the respective Surface
Treatment facility will be offered to the Industry
OCF Business Unit - Transmission components like Gears and
Pinions for differential case and Polewheels (ABS part)
 OCF is a special Forming process, whereby achieving ‘near netshape’ of the Components are happening in the Cold condition
of the Metal and in India. This Technology is available only in IPR.
 Polewheels which are used in ABS are being produced in IPR by
using the improved technology of OCF instead of conventional
machining
 IPR has 8 OCF Presses under one-roof which is one of its kind
Tooling Business Unit - Special purpose inserts to machine
pistons
 Special grade cutting tools - CBN/PCDInserts are being
manufactured, which are being used by Piston Manufacturers
for Machining the Pistons.
 IPR is selling the cutting tools even to its competitors
Pins Business Unit - Crank Pins and Gudgeon Pins
Manufacturer of Crank Pins and Gudgeon Pins for Two-Wheelers
Supplying to Prestigious Customers of the Automobile Industry
A forecast suggests that India is expected to emerge
as the world’s third-largest passenger-vehicle market by 2021.
While this sounds a great opportunity, electrification is going
to be a major disruption for the automotive industry in days to
come. Is IPR started developing alternative product range to
cater the fast-emerging field of electric and hybrid vehicles?
Continually, efforts are being taken and about a
decade ago, the existing business of Piston Ring was diversified
to Transmission Components, which has facilitated from the
Engine Segment to Non-Engine Segment but well within
Automotive Segment. Now, we are in the move of rolling towards
Non-Automotive segments like Oil & Gas, Defence, Aero-space,
Off-Highway. By 2020, Bharath Stage-6 Emission Norm is going
to be introduced in India. Introduction of electric vehicles in India
is in the nascent stage, which might take the year .2040 or so, to
totally obsolete the conventional Gasoline and Diesel Engines for
the Passenger Vehicles. As said earlier, IPR has thought-it-off in
advance and so it has started executing its long-term plan.
The entire manufacturing sector is currently
undergoing through a major transformation thanks to the
fourth industrial revolution. What is the roadmap of your
company in adopting different Industry 4.0 practices?
With the IPR’s Mission of ‘TEDD’ , IPR has started to

revamp its actions across the Organisation.
TEDD talks about
T for TRANSFORM - The Manufacturing Practice
E for ENERGISE - Involve the Total Employees
D for DEVELOP - New Markets, New Business, New Products
D for DIGITIZE - The Data Collection and Data Analytics
We have joined the Cluster movement of ACMA and currently
3 Cluster activities are going-on in IPR.
Automation has become a common activity across IPR
processes. To elaborate about the Automation, In-house
Automation was strengthened and almost all the Presses are
automated. CNC Machining Lines are introduced with Gantry
with end-of-line gauging. Digitization of the processes have taken
its full-pace, across the manufacturing and non-manufacturing
areas. For Manufacturing lines, in-house built, maQx software is
furnished which is a unique one that allows only a right man to
operate with right methods of processing. Non-manufacturing
areas have also seen many digitization activities.
We do learn and improve from our customers through their
Cluster activities. Many of the good practices across the globe are
exposed to us through our Customers like Maruti, Hyundai, Ford,
Toyota, TATA, Mahindra, Leyland, Piaggio, Bajaj, Enfield, Honda,
Hero, Suzuki, TVS, ILJIN, MAN Trucks, AAM, DANA through their
systematic audits. To sum-up, data collection and analysis is on
the live mode like online OEE, Power BI. Camera is being used
to have-an-eye on the working of the machines/facilities. CNC
machines are in the mode of Self-Monitoring / Self-Healing.
Where do you see IP Rings Ltd. by 2025?
IP Rings will maximize its profit by many of the
initiatives that match to the long-term business goals of IPR.
By 2020 = Turn-over of Rs. 270 Cr. (Estimate)
By 2022 = Turn-over of Rs. 500 Cr. (Estimate)
By 2025 = Turn-over of Rs.1000 Cr. (Estimate)
IP Rings' MISSION of TEDD, which is the brain-child of our
Managing Director Mr. Ram Venkataramani, is taken across the
Organisation for achieving the long-term Goals.

About IP Rings Ltd.
IP Rings is a front line automotive components
manufacturer, specialised in the production of
Piston Rings with a variety of surface coatings that find
application in present day high performance low emission
engines. It also produces a series of Transmission
Parts and other components for automotive and
related industries employing a unique Precision Forging
technology.

IP Rings Ltd.
D11/12, Industrial Estate, Maraimalai Nagar, Kancheepuram District 603 209, Tamil Nadu, India
Tel:91-44-274 52816 / 274 52851 | Email : iprcorp@iprings.com | Web: www.iprings.com
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Interview

Copper: Moving India Efficiently
ABHISHEK DHUPAR
Manager–Motor & Motor Driven Systems, International Copper
Association India (ICAI)

In a special interview with Industrial
Product Review (IPR) Abhishek Dhupar,
Manager - Motor & Motor Driven Systems, International Copper Association
India (ICAI) explains the role and functioning of ICAI, major challenges faced
by Indian industry in adopting Higher
Efficiency Motors (HEMs) and how ICAI
can help them in finding new solutions.
Could you briefly tell us about your
professional background?
Hello I am Abhishek Dhupar, a qualified
electrical engineer with MBA in Marketing having experience in
sales and marketing of LV switchgear and LT motors in Northern
region. Prior to International Copper Association India (ICAI), I have
been associated with HPL India Ltd. and Bharat Bijlee Ltd. For six
years. Currently, I am the Program Manager for Motors & Motor
driven systems in ICAI, responsible for promoting energy efficient
motors, energy efficient pumps and Copper Motor Rotors pan India.
Could you please explain the role of ICAI and what
kind of response the organization garnered through its recent
national seminar on ‘Energy Efficient Motor Standards &
Emerging Challenges’ held in New Delhi?
ICAI was formed in 1998 to actively associate with the
growing number of copper users in India. The objective is to
– “Defend and grow markets for copper based on its superior
technical performance and its contribution to a higher quality of
life worldwide”.
ICAI conducts various programs in the interest of electrical
safety, energy efficiency and sustainability. The organization
believes in employing a mix of market development and
regulation advocacy approach to encourage the use of copper.
The seminar had experts from DIPP, BIS, Siemens, KBL,
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ERDA and ICA India discussing topics around the role of BIS as
national standards body of India, IS, the latest global trends and
opportunities with respect to the energy efficient motors, an
interpretation of the challenges to comply with IS 12615: 2018,
the current status of HEMs adoption, the grouping guidelines
and implementation of QCO and the current scenario and
capabilities of test labs as per IS 12615:2018. The summit was able
to attract a diverse set of participants from government, policy
makers, manufacturers and consultants namely DMRC, EIL, ABB,
Crompton, Havells, IEC, NTPC, Aditya Birla, Usha International
to name a few. Over 70 attendees from across the motor
manufacturer eco-system also participated in the event.
What are the major challenges Indian industry
currently facing in adopting Higher Efficiency Motors (HEMs)
and how ICAI can help them in finding new solutions?
The major challenges faced by industries for adopting
HEMs (IE3 & above) are
 Low awareness and compliance of Motor Standards
 Technical issues faced during replacement with Higher
Efficiency Motors (HEMs) for IE3 and above
 Higher initial costs for high efficiency options
Opt for rewinding that too multiple times instead of replacing
the motor.
ICAI is helping the industries by

Conducting more than 50 workshops every year on High
Efficiency Motors and Pumps for capacity building of end users,
energy auditors and consultants with our program partners BBL,
Siemens and Grundfos.
 ICAI has also partnered with EESL as a knowledge partner for
National Motor Replacement Program, where EESL is supplying
IE3 motors to industries at lower than market price.
 ICAI is also working closely with SME Motor Manufacturer’s
Association to develop open source IE3 motor designs for them
to assist in manufacturing of the same.


EASYREACH

Pioneers in providing
IoT and Mobility
solutions for Industry 4.0

Could you please shed some light on IS 12615, a
mandatory certification introduced by the government for
improving efficiency standards for motors in India?
Internationally, forty-one countries representing 76% of
energy consumed by motor systems have worked to transform
their national markets towards high efficiency motors and motor
systems through a combination of regulatory measures and
supporting policies. The majority of these countries have already
adopted IE2 long back and few have progressed to make IE3 as
Minimum Energy Performance Standard (MEPS).
In India, IS 12615 was brought under mandatory certification
with effect from 1st October 2017. This has certainly raised
the bar for improving efficiency standard for Motors in India.
Eventually, the demand and usage of IE2 and above motors have
increased.
While the entire manufacturing sector is currently
undergoing through a major transformation thanks to the
fourth industrial revolution do you think that the Industry 4.0
shall help ICAI to achieve its goal to promote copper for its
superior technical performance and its contribution to a higher
quality of life worldwide?
Copper has to do with the electrical design of the
motor, as it is used in windings and rotor. While digitalisation of
the motor system will be more related to the controlling of the
motor system and its condition monitoring. Copper Rotor motor
is also one technology which finds way in various applications
like special pumps, geared motors, EV motors, special motors
for aerospace which are more efficient, reliable and compact in
comparison to aluminum rotors. Thus copper’s superior technical
performance will still hold the ground in Industry 4.0.

About ICAI
ICAI is a member of Copper Alliance and the Indian arm
of the International Copper Association (ICA), the leading
not for profit organization for the promotion of copper
worldwide set up in 1959.

International Copper Association India (ICAI)
302, Alpha , Hiranandani Business Park, Powai, Mumbai | Tel: +91 22 6114 7300
Email: abhishek.dhupar@copperalliance.asia | Web: www.copperindia.org

100% Hardware design
and manufacturing in India
5000 + Devices hosted
on cloud platform
121+ Cities in India Deployment and Support
Trusted by top manufacturing
MNCs and Indian companies
Machines IoT Enabled
z AHU

z Dumper

z Pick and Carry Crane

z Air Compressor

z EC Fan
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z Back Hoe Loader
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z Tata Pick Up - 407

z Bar Bending Machine

z ForkLift

z Tractor

z Boom Placers

z Gantry Crane

z Trailer

z Hydraulic Press

z Transit Mixer

z Concrete Pump/

z Induction

z Water Meters

Putzmeister
z Diesel Tankers

Heating Machine
z Nut Tighten Torque

z Welding Machines

z Concrete Feeding

Pump

z Wheel Loader

2nd Floor, CASP Bhavan, Baner Pashan Link Road, Pune, 411021
+91 9689921578 sales@easyreach.co.in
www.easyreach.co.in
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Company Profile

Positive Displacement Blowers
And Exhausters from KPT Blowers
Advantages of our Blowers

O

ur ISO: 9001-2015 Company
manufactures positive
displacement blowers. These are
high precision machines and are made
in our modern state-of-the-art factory at
Shirol Kolhapur (Maharashtra). Till date we
have supplied more than 20000 blowers
to India as well as overseas market.
Moreover, we are supplying blower sets to
our collaborator in U.K, South Africa
& Europe.

Our Product list is as follows

1. Twin Lobe Blowers
 Capacity: - up to 50000 m3/hr
 Discharge Pressure: - up to 1000 mbar
 Vacuum: - up to -500 mbar
2. Tri Lobe Blowers
 Capacity: - up to 20000 m3/hr
 Discharge Pressure: - up to 1000 mbar
 Vacuum: - up to -500 mbar
3. Gas Blowers
4. Vehicle Blowers
5. Exhausters
6. Turbo Blowers
both Air & Magnetic Bearings types
 Capacity: - up to 18000 m3/hr
 Discharge Pressure: - up to 1000 mbar
7. Side channel Blowers
8. Centrifugal fans
 Capacity: - up to 200000 m3/hr
 Discharge Pressure: - up to 1500 mmWG

Principle of Operation
The blower machine has two rotors
mounted on parallel shafts inside a cast iron
casing. A pair of gears makes the rotors
revolve in opposite direction. As each
rotor lobe passes over the inlet, it traps a
constant volume of air, carries it around
the housing, and delivers it at the outlet.
The displacement of air is positive and the
volume of air discharged is constant.

 Compact Design
 No wear between parts
 Oil free Air
 Non Pulsating flow
 Low on energy consumption
 Rotation in both directions

Mr. Kiran Pathak

Mr. Prashant Ranjan

 Can be used as exhausters

General Manager
(Sales and Services),
KPT Blowers

AGM- International Business
Development & Service,
KPT Blowers

List of Application

Selling Features
 Lobes / Casing made in our factory.
 Lobes are fully machined and

ultrasonically tested, which give constant
performance
 Each blower tested to full load in our
factory
 Testing facility as per BS 1571 (Part II)
 Testing Motor capacity at factory 250 HP.
 Provided with PTFE strip on edge of rotor
(unique design) for sealing & for better
efficiency
 Bearings have minimum 30,000-hrs life
(Possible 50,000 hrs. also on request).
 Unique Compact Silencer cum Filter
design
 Tamper proof safety valve (Dead weight
type / Spring type)
 Fitment of pressure switch for safety of
blower (optional)
 Availability of Acoustic Hoods to control
sound level (optional)
 Availability of genuine spares at factory
control rates
 Computerized selection
 Experienced service engineers for erection
and startup of units
 Competitive prices
 Quick delivery
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Blowers are used for following applications
 Aeration of Aqua Culture
 Central vacuum cleaning
 Sewage Plant (Aeration)
 Effluent Treatment Plants
 Water treatment plants
 Sugar Plants (Sulfitation process)
List of Applications other than used in
water antipollution
 Pneumatic conveying
 Paper Plants
 Hot Whirlpools
 Tube conveying
 Textile Machines
 Pharmaceutical plants
 Silo Fluidization
 Air knives
 Blast furnace seal gas pumping
 Chemical plants for agitation in Reactors
 Mining and Mineral Processing, Iron oxide,

mineral sand, lead oxide, Titanium dioxide,
zinc oxide, borax and other type powders.
 Boiler Fluidized bed combustion
 Electroplating Plants
 Biogas handling
 Glass manufacturing units
 Plastic granule conveying / PVC
 Paint and Pigment Industry
 Agriculture / food processing milk powder,
coffee / Tea raw material, Flour, Grains,
Seeds, Sugar.

What information do we need to
offer a blower?
In order to offer a competitive
package within our product range
we must know the following details.
 Capacity i.e. Volume of air required
to be handled CuM of Air / hour or
cubic feet of Air / Minute. This is
termed as F.A.D. Free Air Delivery.
 Pressure required to be generated millimeter water column or millibar
or kg/cm2 (g) or psi. (100 millibar
= 1000 mm Water Column) 1 psi ~
704 mm Water Column.
 Ambient temperature where
blower machines will be installed
in degrees C.
 Mean Sea Level Height of the place

where blower will be installed.
 Average Relative Humidity (if
available).
 When we give quotation for
Blower, what do we offer?
All Blower manufacturers offer
standard package. Our blower will
consist of the following. Only Blower
with shaft is considered as Bare
Blower and all other attachments are
considered as accessories.
Bare Blower consists of C.I. Casing,
Pair of rotors, Gear trains, 2 nos.
Bearings Pairs, Inlet / Outlet Flanges
Following accessories are offered
as “STANDARD” with our Twin Lobe/
Tri Lobe blowers

List of Accessories

Base Frame

1 No.



V Belt Pulleys

2 “ (1 for Blower + 1 for Motor)



V Belts / Coupling

1 set (In some it may be 1 no. of Belt
or more depends on the Motor H.P.)


Coupling / Belt Guard

1 No.


I
nlet Silencer cum Filter with Flange

1 no.

at both ends.

Outlet Silencer with flange

1 no.


Flexible Connection for Vibration Isolation

1 Piece

(A Silicon rubber pipe)

Safety Relief Valve

1 no.


Non-return Valve

1 no.


Pair of Slide Rails to adjust Belt Tension.

1 Pair


Foundation Belts

1 lot.


Electrical Motor

Optional

KPT Blowers
(A division of M/s KULKARNI POWER TOOLS LTD.)
Flat No. 201, Runwal Shaarvari, Adj. Talwalkars Gym., Baner,
Pune 411045, Maharashtra, India

Mr. Kiran Pathak
GM-Sales & Service,
Mob: 92258 38922

What are the special features of our Blowers?
 Blowers can rotate in clock or anticlock wise
direction (Timing gear train setting)
 Blower can be offered having direct drive with
electric motors
 Can have Horizontal or Vertical direction
 Blowers are engineered for close-loop system
 All blowers supplied by KPT are fully factories tested
and proven for duty condition. Customers or their
representative can visit our factory to witness the same.
How quickly can we deliver?
If your customer desires, we can give the blower
machine with accessories within 2/3 weeks excluding
motor.
What Special Service we offer? Do we undertake
reconditioning / repair of Blowers?
Yes, this is a unique service offered by our
company to recondition blowers already supplied by
us and also supplied by others.
It helps customers to:
 Save on capital cost and blower machine can be
used for extended life
 It is economical without loss of blower performance
What Data is required to recondition the blower?
We need to know the technical specifications
in terms of Volume / Pressure / Speed / Operating
ambient temperature. What additional data we
require, we shall let you know in due course. Please
bear with us.
Do we offer spares?
Yes, we offer spares for our blower’s at most
competitive prices and they are generally available on
demand. As per our policy, we expect 100% payment
before delivery. Genuine quality spares are offered at
factory-controlled rate.
What are the kind of after sales services?
The best in industry at a short notice our qualified
experienced engineers are available with critical
spares at reasonable charges. We request our
customers to make use of them.
Do we have economical models for Effluent
Treatment Plants?
Yes, we do - they are just designed for the specific
duty condition. Customer must know precisely his
requirement. We can help if required to evaluate their
needs.

Mr. Prashant Ranjan
AGM- International Business Development & Service
Mob: 92258 38960
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Reportage

Logicon Technosolutions: The Leading
Automation Solution Provider Turns 15

L

ogicon Technosolutions Pvt. Ltd., a Pune
based leading automation solution
provider company has celebrated its
15th anniversary with a bang! Founded by
Mr. H. S. Pansare back in 2004, Logicon
recorded a whopping 35 percent growth in
its annual turnover this year.
To celebrate the remarkable journey of
the past one and a half decade Logicon has
recently organised a special ceremony at
Pune’s Radisson Blu hotel. Logicon’s Founder
Chairman and Managing Director
Mr. H. S. Pansare, Co-Founder and
Director Mrs. Pratibha Pansare, Executive
Director Avinash Tote, Business Manager
(Manufacturing IT) Vishal Pansare, Sales
and Marketing Manager Rohit Pansare and
the entire Logicon family and its esteemed
clients, vendors, and business partners were
present on this occasion.
Recalling the so far journey of Logicon
Mr. H. S. Pansare said, “After gaining
cumulative experience of total 19 years
from two mid-sized automation companies,
I founded Logicon in 2004. Catering the
growing demand for industrial automation
from conglomerates and multinationals
was the basic idea behind starting up my
own company. Today, 15 years down the
line, Logicon has emerged as a preferred
solutions-provider for Industrial Automation,
Manufacturing IT, Robotics and Vision
System by the world’s leading plant owners
and process suppliers to enhance their
productivity and efficiency.”
He added, “We have started the operations
with a team of 20 people and today Logicon
has a strength of 100 employees including a
core team of 25 senior executives. Thanks to
the excellent teamwork, the order booking
growth of Logicon witnessed phenomenal 66
percent growth this year reaching the total
turnover to Rs. 31 Crore.”
Three senior members who are with
Logicon since day one were recently

Today, 15 years down the
line, Logicon has emerged
as a preferred solutionsprovider for Industrial
Automation, Manufacturing
IT, Robotics and Vision
System by the world’s
leading plant owners
and process suppliers to
enhance their productivity
and efficiency.
Mr. H. S. Pansare

Founder Chairman and
Managing Director, Logicon

promoted. Mr. Avinash Tote is promoted
as Executive Director, Mr. Umesh Joshi as
Vice President - Projects and Engineering
and Mr. Deepak Pilke as General Manager
- Engineering. Mr. Tote shared the initial
hurdles and challenges faced by the
company and how each and every team
member contributed a lot to carve the
incredible success story of Logicon.
By making a big announcement that
Logicon is now an ISO 9001-2015 certified
company Vishal Pansare said, “We want
to develop Logicon as a system driven
company. We, at Logicon are all set to
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become a number one system integration
company in India by 2020. At the moment, Team
Logicon has been associated with more than
25 manufacturing plants and helping them to
digitize their factories and promote environmentfriendly green approach.”
He added further, “Logicon is all set to launch
a new automation and IoT lab in July 2019 where
our clients can take first-hand experience of
Logicon’s DCS systems and IoT systems. Logicon
serves several industries, like CPG, Life Sciences,
Textile & Fibers, Blending & Mixing Plants,
Speciality Chemicals, Water & Wastewater, Power
& Utilities etc. We have been associated with
Rockwell Automation since day one. Last year
we became the distributor of Universal Robots,
Baumer and now Logicon is also a Microsoft
Partner. We are building new IoT systems and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies along
with these esteemed global partners. Logicon is
now looking forward to opening its first overseas
branch either in Europe or in the United States.”
During the function, employees of Logicon
were felicitated with Customer Appreciation
Awards and Achievement Awards.
"The journey of understanding each other
is very important in our business. Trust comes
when somebody understands and clearly
does what is required. That is what Logicon
always achieves by first understanding the
requirements of each and every customer
and thereafter accomplishing the projects
in record time. This is the success story of
Logicon and this is the way ahead. They
always believe in serving their customers
first instead of demanding anything from the
customer in advance. Whenever we have any
problem we just talk to them and the issue
gets sorted out. That kind of confidence we
built with this company. I wish Team Logicon
all the best in its future endeavours".
Sunil Sagane, Head, E&I, Thyssenkrupp India
and Logicon's Customer
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Company Profile

EasyReach: The Pioneer in Crafting IoT
and Mobility Solutions for Industry 4.0

Amol Vedak
Co-founder & Head - Technology

Nester Dias
Co-founder & Head - Business Development

F

ounded by Mr. Nester Dias and Mr. Amol Vedak in
November 2014, EasyReach has emerged as the leading
startup based out of Mumbai, Pune and Bengaluru
effectively dealing with Internet of Things (IoT) and Mobility
Solutions for industry at large. Both Mr. Dias and Mr. Vedak have
rich experience of around 20 years in telecom sector and both
of them were earlier associated with renowned MNCs and were
experts in building enterprise grade systems for both customers
and enterprises.
Today EasyReach provides complete and end-to-end
IoT solutions for Industry 4.0 encompassing electronics
development, installation, user training and onsite-offsite
operations. EasyReach’s engineering team consists of
experienced hardware and software engineers and their core
philosophy lies in building solutions centred on low product
cost, minimum data consumption and fast time to market.
EasyReach’s innovative technology-driven products for
the construction, manufacturing and retail industry enhance
productivity, track assets, optimize the cost and improve ROI of
its clients. EasyReach provides custom built sensors based on
the client’s use case, be it monitoring the temperature, location,
merchandising and passing the data to a central server for data
mining and analytics.

Major Solutions Offered
 Equipment Monitoring solutions: The company helps

industries monitor OEE parameters of equipment be it a
welding machine, bending machine, mixer, CNC machine,
motor, tanker. It gathers utilization, performance, break down,
running hours etc. by monitoring current, temperature,
location, vibration of equipment.
 Asset Tracking solutions: Track any kind of asset, be it
sales men or distributor work force or physical assets like
refrigerators. It can also monitor environmental factors like
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temperature, weight,
pressure to provide you
relevant data related to the
asset.
 Visibility
solutions: Centralized
Digital Signage across
multiple screen sizes that
EasyRMS Controller
can be controlled from a
central location. It can be optimised by adding various sensors
like cameras, proximity sensor to provide targeted information
at the point of sale.

Product Line
 GPRS IoT Gateway for Machine Monitoring and Control
 RS485 based controller
 LoRa based Vibration monitoring system
 WiFi based CBM / TBM measurement system
 Industry grade Heavy Vehicle Tracker for route and fuel

monitoring

Solved Business Challenges
 IoT and Mobility Enablement for AHU manufacturer
 CBM/TBM of machines for a large automotive company
 Tracking of moving assets and estimate fuel consumption for a

transportation company
 Monitoring temperature, current, voltage, vibration for a

manufacturing plant
 Reduced energy consumption by controlling fan speed,

opening valve, regulating machine ON/OFF for a fan
manufacturer

Major Achievements
 100% hardware design and manufacturing in India
 Hosted 5000+ devices on cloud platform
 Deployment and support across 121+ cities in India
 Currently one of India’s biggest cloud controlled digital signage

providers with over 3000 locations pan India
 Trusted by top manufacturing MNCs and Indian companies

EasyReach Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
2nd Floor, CASP Bhavan, Baner Pashan Link Road, Pashan, Pune 411 021.
Mob: +91-9689921578 | Email: sales@easyreach.co.in | Web: easyreach.co.in
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EMO Hannover 2019

Standard Interface for Machine Tool
Industry Attracting International Interest

U

mati, universal machine tool interface, has chalked up
further major successes on its way to becoming an
internationally recognised standard interface for machine
tool communication with higher-level IT systems. “Our newly
founded OPC UA Joint Working Group
(JWG) started work in mid-February,
and we have also succeeded in
encouraging two other well-known
control manufacturers to come on
board: B&R Automation from Austria
and Mitsubishi Electric from Japan,”
said Dr. Alexander Broos, Head of Research and Development
at VDW (Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken German Machine Tool Builders' Association). umati is also
supported by the control producers Beckhoff, Bosch Rexroth,
Fanuc, Heidenhain and Siemens. “We now have all the major
manufacturers of CNC controls for machine tools on board with
umati,” said a pleased Götz Görisch, umati project manager at
VDW.
The involvement and support of the control manufacturers is
only logical, because their customers are now increasingly asking
for a manufacturer-independent standard which allows them to
read out their data and process it in a uniform data format. This
prompted Peter Berens, Head of Business Development CNC
Systems at Bosch Rexroth AG in Lohr am Main, to say: “Bosch
Rexroth expressly welcomes and supports the standardisation
initiated by VDW on the basis of the recognised industry
standard OPC UA. We are actively participating in the design
of umati and have integrated it into the MTX CNC system.”
The internationalisation of umati on the basis of OPC UA has
further boosted its prospects. Michael Marzluff, Senior Advisor
and Global Key Account CNC at Mitsubishi Electric Europe in
Ratingen, Germany: “After the VDW decided to go international
with its OPC UA-based standardisation approach for umati,
Mitsubishi Electric is very pleased to participate in this initiative.”
A crucial reason for this is that contributing to umati is also
good for the control providers' image. They can meet interested
customers’ needs while positioning themselves as pioneers. UweArmin Ruttkamp, Head of Machine Tool Systems, Siemens AG in
Erlangen confirmed: “VDW's umati is important for us because
it defines the content of typical applications in the machine
tool industry and also reflects the openness and flexibility of our
product range.”
Visit www.umati.info for more information.
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EMO Hannover 2019 featuring
extensive umati showcase
The VDW launched umati in 2017 together with eight
well-known machine tool manufacturers as part of
the “Connectivity for Industry 4.0” project. A major
demonstration installation with international partners
is planned for EMO Hannover 2019. “There is still a lot
to do before then,” said Görisch from VDW. The OPC
UA specification for machine tools will need to be
available by then, and the necessary prerequisites and
adaptations must also be in place in the participants’
machines and controls. The first use cases will then
be showcased in Hannover. In the meantime, 130
employees from 60 companies in twelve countries have
registered to participate in the JWG.
The control manufacturers, for their part, are certainly
ready. Henning Rausch, responsible for CNC applications
at Beckhoff Automation in Verl, is promoting umati
to his customers: “We are alerting our machine tool
customers to umati and its possibilities. Beckhoff is
therefore participating in the live demonstration at EMO
Hannover by connecting several of its machines via the
umati interface. We will also be showcasing umati on the
Beckhoff stand.”

Product Review

Aquila Push Forward Development
of Impact Protection Gloves
Aims for More Protection; More Comfort

Market leading glove manufacturer Aquila have long recognised that
injuries caused to hands are not confined to the palm of the hand or
fingers, but also the back of the hands where hazards can lead to painful
injuries with time lost from work - which is expensive for both workers
and employers. This has led to their focus on Impact Protection gloves as
an integral part of an all-round hand protection strategy.

I

n gloves, along with comfort goes performance – the ability to
absorb impacts and prevent injuries to the fingers/back of hand
is inextricably linked to other factors such as providing a suitable
grip on the palm/finger area. This means that it is important to
carefully match the glove to the specific tasks together with other
requirements such as back of the hand protection, wrist security
and good grip in oil, mud or other fluids.
Contrary to what we see in some cheap products impact
protection is not just a matter of sticking a piece of plastic or
rubber on the fingers and back of hand. The whole point of
industrial gloves is to protect the user’s hands while enabling
them to operate with as little difficulty as possible. In the case of
impact protection gloves, this means not only protecting against
blows, nips, abrasions etc., but to do so with the greatest comfort
and least interference plus having enhanced grip over the bare
hand. Such gloves should not be tiring to wear as not only is this
undesirable in itself, but tired operators with tired hands are more
likely to make errors and have accidents.
Consequently, Aquila are delighted to be in the forefront of
development of superior impact protection to ensure the best
in glove safety and comfort/usability at a sustainable cost. For
the welfare of workers, glove comfort is key for two reasons –
for example we find that soft gloves are less tiring to wear so
minimising errors caused by fatigue – reducing injuries. Similarly,
we find that with all gloves it is vital that they are easily to put-on/
take-off and comfortable to wear – otherwise they simply will not
be worn or will lead to injury by virtue of reducing the operator’s
ability to properly handle the equipment – soft gloves are also
easier to remove in the event of injury.

AQUILA3398 – Impact Protection Gloves

So, in development of high-performance impact gloves Aquila
have considered many materials and types at different prices, and
chose impact pads mainly made of TPE (thermalplastic elastomer)
otherwise known as TPR (thermalplastic rubber) after finding that
this material greatly aids wearability and enhances dexterity, so
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ensuring that users keep their gloves on and keep working longer,
better and safer.
TPE/TRP is excellent for impact protection but is expensive
compared to much cheaper and lower performing PVC as used in
extreme low-cost items where the result is some 20-30% cheaper
to make, but the trade-offs are that PVC rapidly age hardens
leading to hard, brittle protection, increased hand fatigue, less
flexibility and sometimes resulting in injury after long hours of
wearing. Aquila also found an important question is about how the
impact protection is adhered to the gloves since it depends on the
materials, for example sewn on pads may appear good and secure
but they will come off easily if the material of the pad is brittle,
allowing the pad to break off very easily – a situation aggravated
if the gloves are laundered with the PVC being degraded in the
process.
When looking at the many widely varying applications to be
found in industries such as Oil and gas, Utilities, Mining, Vehicles, or
Materials handling we see that over and above the specific impact
resistance, gloves are usually required to offer more complex
characteristics in combination e.g. Impact resistance with:
 Cut resistance
 High visibility colouration
 Wrist protection
 Secure retention
 High grip finger/palm area, e.g. coated with sand nitrile
 Thermally insulated

refrigerated stores and warehouses and for outdoor work in cold
environments.
A secure grip on heavy equipment in wet and dry conditions,
such as in oil and chemical production, is greatly aided by the sand
impregnated nitrile coating which extends over the whole palm
and finger gripping surface. Other features include high visibility
colour to ensure that it may be seen and avoided by other workers
in the area, also an opening cuff with Velcro closure for speed
of fitting/removal, e.g. quick removal in an emergency and for
security in use.
Meanwhile the Aquila TOG4B/G in either blue or grey is a TPR
impact resistant glove with cut 4 level (ISO13997 level E) protection
developed for high performance hand protection in the Oil and
Gas industries. It is also of great value as Personal Protection
Equipment (PPE) for the utility and mining industries where it
delivers cut protection throughout the glove – i.e. the whole hand/
finger/cuff, by virtue of its advanced Alkimos® yarn technology.
TPR pads in soft silicone again provide excellent protection to
the backs of both hand and fingers while maintaining the high
level of flexibility and dexterity for which Aquila® gloves are well
known - whereas on the palms sand embedded nitrile is used to
coat the whole palm/finger/gripping area for a secure hold on
heavy equipment, even under wet conditions. Velcro closed cuffs
also aid security/emergency removal.

Aquila have some eleven definitive types of multi-functional
impact gloves – taking just two examples with CE Certification
to EN420/en388 we may look at the TOG6W range - an exciting
development in the Aquila® Oil and Gas TPR glove range, which
offers cushioned silicone protection shielding against blunt force
impacts, with an unusually high degree of comfort down to
-50°C. It is ideal for use in the Oil and Gas industry, also in cold or

Aquila - A brand owned by Taste International Ltd.
Kemp House, 152 City Road,
London, EC1V 2NX, UK.
Ms. Dan Li
Taste International, 2818 Tower A, No. 325, Tian Yao Qiao Road,
Shanghai – 200030, China.
Tel: +86 21 3363 2028 | Email: info@taste-international.com | www.aquilaglove.com

PUBLICITY IS AS IMPORTANT AS R & D

Build credibility and awareness for your company in a more
realistic way. Build a broader audience through print and online.
Media Kit

z India (Print & Smart E-magazine)
z Gulf

For advertising queries, reach us at sales@modernwoodworkindia.com
or call us on +91-98500 00533.
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(Smart E-magazine)

For you. With you.

Post Show Report

Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association (IMTMA) celebrated 50 years of its flagship IMTEX exhibition as it organized the 19th edition of IMTEX
(IMTEX 2019) and 21st edition of Tooltech (Tooltech 2019) at Bangalore International Exhibition Centre (BIEC) from 24th to 30th January 2019 in Bengaluru.

IMTEX 2019 & Tooltech 2019
Attracts 91,446 Visitors

I

ndian Machine Tool Manufacturers’
Association (IMTMA), celebrating 50
years of its flagship IMTEX exhibition,
during ‘IMTEX 2019 and Tooltech 2019’
held at Bangalore International Exhibition
Centre (BIEC), Bengaluru from 24th to 30th
January 2019 has created a new record.
IMTEX 2019 which concluded successfully
on 30th January 2019 attracted over 91,000
domestic and foreign visitors who sourced
machines for their production units.
The exhibition showcased technologies
which are vital for moving the Indian
manufacturing and machine tool industry
forward.
Marking 50 years celebration, IMTMA
introduced a series of new initiatives

which were unravelled during the
event. Additive Manufacturing and
Factory of the Future (Industry 4.0) are
seen as technologies heralding a new
era in manufacturing. IMTMA had special
pavilions and seminars on these. A live
demo on implementing Industry 4.0 in
manufacturing was also held at IMTMA

Technology Centre during the show. An
Experience Zone was set up adjacent to
Hall 4 in BIEC. The zone had an archaic
collection of IMTEX journey including
display of vintage machines from a
bygone era, pictures and a short film on
IMTEX journey.
Celebrating the golden jubilee of
IMTEX, IMTMA released an IMTEX Coffee
Table Book during the show. The book
captures the ethos of IMTEX and traces
its growth over a timeframe of 50 years
since 1969. IMTMA constituted an Eco
Design Award to encourage adoption of
eco-friendly practices in exhibition stalls.
Six companies were conferred with awards
in various categories. An International
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IMTEX FORMING 2020
& Tooltech 2020
Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers'
Association (IMTMA) will organize its
flagship IMTEX FORMING 2020 at the
Bangalore International Exhibition Centre
(BIEC) from 23 to 28 January 2020 in
Bengaluru. Tooltech 2020, a concurrent
event of dies & moulds, forming tools,
machine tool accessories, metrology and
CAD/CAM will be held simultaneously.
IMTEX FORMING 2020 will be a
significant exhibition for South East Asia
with the presence of leading national and
international manufacturing firms from
the metal forming sector. IMTEX FORMING
is expected to be a greatly expanded
fair which would feature all aspects of
forming technologies, predominantly
sheet metal forming. This exclusive
business-to-business event will attract
Indian and foreign exhibitors who would
offer a range of technologically innovative
manufacturing and engineering products
and applications.

IMTEX 2019 &
Tooltech 2019: In a Nutshell
Country

7 Pavilions
Participating

26 Countries

1,222 Exhibitors
1,000+
Machines
on Display

80,000

Square Meters
of Area

91,446 Visitors
Rs. 2,446
Crores worth
Orders Booked

Rs. 23,780

Crores worth
Enquiries Generated
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General Managers’ Meeting was also
held during the exhibition to exchange
ideas, share knowledge and network.
Another attraction for visitors was the
presence of two humanoids to connect
with technology in the campus during
the show.
Parallel events organized during
IMTEX also had good turnouts.
International Buyer-Seller Meet
attracted 48 delegates from 13
countries. The i2 Academia Pavilion
(a platform for academic institutions
to showcase their research for the
industry) featured 50 institutions
including IITs from Mumbai and
Kanpur. The first prize was won by
Walchand College of Engineering,
Sangli. Manufacturing Quiz Contest
featured 130 students from 24
institutions. IMTMA also organized
the Jagruti-IMTMA Youth Programme
to familiarize engineering students
with the machine tool industry. Thirty
students from 14 institutions across
India attended the programme. An
International Seminar on Machining
held a day prior to IMTEX on 23rd

January 2019 attracted about 350
delegates. Trade delegations had a
strong presence at the show. Overall
more than 150 trade delegations
attended the exhibition. Delegations
from public sector undertakings such
as Bharat Earth Movers Limited, Indian
Railways, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited,
Ordnance Factory Board, etc. visited the
show.
Delegations from industry
associations such as Automotive
Component Manufacturers’ Association,
Tractor and Farm Equipment Limited,
and delegations from auto component
and automobile sectors such as Ashok
Leyland, Bajaj Auto, Hero Motocorp,
Mahindra & Mahindra, Tata Motors,
Toyota Kirloskar and various other
industry sectors also visited the show
and transacted business. IMTEX 2019
and Tooltech 2019 has opened the
doors for manufacturing industries to
embrace new age technologies and
become competitive at the global level.

Post Show Report:

LogiMAT 2019 Wraps Up
with Record Attendance

The 17th International Trade Show for Intralogistics Solutions
and Process Management attracted well over 60,000 industry
professionals from around the world. LogiMAT has proven to
be more than just a magnet for visitors. It is also a successful
platform where exhibitors can present their products, forge
new customer relationships, and generate new orders.
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T

he curtain falls on LogiMAT 2019, and the results
are impressive: The 17th International Trade
Show for Intralogistics Solutions and Process
Management can once again boast significant gains
across all relevant indicators—including doubledigit percentage growth in the all-important metrics
of visitor count and internationalization. A total of
1,624 companies (+3.8%) from 42 countries (+11%),
including 250 first-time exhibitors, gathered this year
to present their latest developments and system
solutions for efficient intralogistics to an audience of
industry professionals. LogiMAT 2019 extended its
footprint to 64,348 square meters.
LogiMAT 2019 attracted a total of 61,740 industry
professionals (+11.5%) over three days, representing
year-on-year growth of well over 10% for the third
year in a row, according to event organizer EUROEXPO
Messe- und Kongress-GmbH in Munich. Exhibitors

Importance of

LogiMAT

LogiMAT offers a one-stop international networking platform for
all the dominant issues. For us, it is the most important logistics
trade show in Europe. It’s the perfect forum to present our
innovations and solutions to an international industry audience,
make lots of new contacts, and maintain our existing contacts.
Wilfried Pfuhl,
Executive Management, Inconso AG

LogiMAT is an ideal networking platform for us. The opportunity
to make lots of new business contacts, maintain our long-standing
relationships, and solicit valuable feedback on ideas and product
developments from our target markets: All of this helps us to
establish and expand our own business with a focus on customers.
Peter Frerichs,
Senior Vice President for Inventory & Supply Chain, Inform GmbH

LogiMAT is very important to us. Thanks to its increasingly
international profile, LogiMAT has developed into the leading
trade show for intralogistics in Europe.
Heimo Robosch,
Executive Vice President, Knapp AG

For us, LogiMAT has a strong business-oriented character: Here we
meet current and future customers, talk about specific challenges,
and collaborate to discuss possible solutions.
Michael Mohr,
Executive Vice President for Sales, SSI Schäfer

We exhibited for the first time and achieved our primary goal of
making new contacts in international markets and expanding
our partner network. LogiMAT opened new doors for us,
especially in Germany, and we’ll definitely be back next year.
Philippe Reveillion Miguel,
Key Account Manager, Guilbert Express SAS, France

We were impressed by the high quality of the visitors, not just the
quantity. For us, the value of LogiMAT grows from year to year. In
addition to speaking with lots of potential customers, we got a
contract on the very first day to build a tracking system for break
bulk cargo.
Hendrik Reger,
Head of Sales, Divis GmbH
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‘Intelligent, Efficient and
Innovative’ to be the theme for
LogiMAT China 2019
LogiMAT China 2019 & Transport Logistic China International Trade Fair for Intralogistics Solutions
and Process Management organized by EUROEXPO
Messe-und Kongress-GmbH, Landesmesse
Stuttgart GmbH and co-organized by Nanjing
Stuttgart Joint Exhibition Ltd. with a strategic
cooperation with Messe Muenchen Shanghai Co.,
Ltd., took place at Shanghai New International
Expo Centre (SNIEC) in Shanghai from April 15 to
17, 2019. Focusing on intralogistics and intelligent
warehousing under the motto ‘Intelligent,
Efficient, Innovative’, LogiMAT China represents
an integrated international, professional,
market-oriented and high-end platform for
innovative products, systems and solutions for
the intralogistics industry in compliance with high
standards, in high quality and at a high level.

rank visitor count as critical to their success at trade shows. “The
tremendous response from the industry far exceeded our most
ambitious expectations,” declares Exhibition Director Michael
Ruchty. “LogiMAT 2019 was a visitor magnet. The visitor count
surged past the 60,000 mark, nearly doubling in just five years
even as the quality of the event and its attendees has remained
equally high. This underscores the show’s value as in important
information platform for industry professionals. Exhibitors, for
their part, benefit from the high volume of visitors, which offers
them better market exposure and boosts their sales.”
The visitor analysis compiled by the independent market
research institute of Wissler & Partner from Basel, Switzerland,
found that 42.7% of industry professionals who attended
LogiMAT 2019 came with specific plans for investments. This
is reflected in reports of the many sales contracts that were
inked at the 17th LogiMAT. Some 22.6% of attendees from the
industry either awarded a contract at the event or planned to
do so immediately afterward.
This year’s LogiMAT was once again more international
than previous editions. Over a third of industry professionals
in attendance (35.5%) came from more than 300 kilometers
away, and more than 20% came from abroad, including 9.5%
from Asia or elsewhere overseas. A full 29% of the exhibitors
who used LogiMAT 2019 as a platform to present their products
came from abroad. Some 90 exhibitors came from Australia,
Canada, China, India, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Taiwan, and
the United States—two-thirds of them from China and Taiwan
alone.

LogiMAT has ultimately benefited from the challenges
of digital transformation and the extraordinary solutions
offered by exhibitors. “The final tally from this year’s 17th
International Trade Show for Intralogistics Solutions and
Process Management is a validation of the event’s forwardlooking concept—the perfect synthesis of exhibitor platform,
business-oriented trade show, and first-hand experience with
forward-looking intralogistics,” Ruchty concludes. “As the world’s
most important industry trade show for the European market,
LogiMAT showcases products and innovations that reflect all
the latest trends in future-ready intralogistics.”

The 18th LogiMAT returns to Stuttgart from March 10 to 12,
2020. The next LogiMAT opens its doors in next three months,
from 16 to 18, June 2019, at the Shanghai New International
Expo Centre (SNIEC) in China.

About LogiMAT
Next year’s LogiMAT, the 18th International
Trade Show for Intralogistics Solutions and Process
Management, will take place at the Messe Stuttgart
convention center, directly adjacent to the airport,
from March 10 to 12, 2020. LogiMAT ranks as the
world’s largest intralogistics trade show, offering a
complete market overview of everything driving
the intralogistics industry, from procurement to
production to shipping. International exhibitors
gather early in the year to showcase innovative
technologies, products, systems, and solutions for
streamlining operations, optimizing processes, and
cutting costs in a company’s internal logistics.
TradeWorld, the Professional Platform for Trade
Processes embedded within LogiMAT, features
products and solutions for e-commerce and
omnichannel. Beyond the exhibitor booths, visitors to
this combined event can also experience a different
program of presentations each day covering a wide
range of topics.
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Tech Talk in association with GKD

Efficiency on the Test Bench
Maximum Cleaning Performance with
Minimum Use of Filtrate
Cake-forming solid-liquid separation is an established standard in numerous
industrial processes. However, thin filter cakes are often formed during filtration
of suspensions with low concentrations of fine-grained particles which then prove
problematic during backwashing. Since they adhere so strongly to the filter medium,
full regeneration is difficult. Patrick Morsch, postgraduate student at the Institute for
Mechanical Process Engineering and Mechanics (MVM) from the Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT), is investigating which parameters can sustainably improve the
efficiency of these processes. Optimized dutch weaves (ODW) made of stainless steel
from GKD – Gebr. Kufferath AG play a key part in his results. He spoke to us about the
overall procedure and his findings to date.

Mr. Patrick Morsch
Postgraduate Student,
Institute for Mechanical
Process Engineering and
Mechanics (MVM) from
the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT)

What is the significance of residue-free filter cake
discharge in industrial production processes with
fine-grained particles?
Patrick Morsch: Small particles form very small pore
diameters in the filter cake, leading to high flow
resistance even at minimal cake thicknesses. The fast
drop in the flow rate of the filtrate stream caused
by this leads to a significant loss of efficiency. The
key is then to reverse the flow and thereby remove
the cake. However, if the cake refuses to come away
completely, fragments can stick in place and cause
increased flow resistance, rendering the backwashing
process ineffective. The required backwashing
rate then needs to be increased and the process
performance drops.
In which applications is this a typical challenge?
Patrick Morsch: Examples include algae filtration
during production of biodiesel, anode slime during
electrolysis, partition of a catalyst in pharmaceutical
processes or cleaning of process streams in the
petrochemical industry. With these examples, the
particles dispersed in a suspension are smaller than
20 μm. Classic applications are titanium oxide, fine
chemicals, precious metal catalysts, cooking oils and
fats, as well as paints and pigments. As a general
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rule, however, the flow rate and backwash-ability are
key factors for process efficiency in any solid-liquid
separation process.
What was the main objective of the
investigations?
Patrick Morsch: The investigations focused on
defining the process parameters for optimum cake
discharge with use of as little filtrate as possible.
The idea here was to give users the opportunity
to determine the required backwashing rate for
a complete cake discharge without the need for
time-consuming measurement processes. In light of
the large number of weave types, particle systems,
and different backwashing filtration designs, the
key was initially to define criteria for good or poor
cake discharge. One qualification feature was the
quantity of filtrate required per square meter of
filter surface for good backwashing results. This
parameter was coupled to the qualification feature
of the covered area based on image evaluation.
The images captured removal from the surface of
the media covered by the filter cake and thereby
the regeneration progress over time – based on
the mesh type, the particle system, and the cake
thickness.

Efficiency on the test bench
KIT: Maximum cleaning performance with minimum use of filtrate

Picture 1: Optimized dutch weaves made of stainless steel
from GKD do not bulge at mesh sizes < 10 μm and exceed
the tested meshes in terms of backwashing rate and
cleaning quality.

Picture 2: As a result of the high porosity both good filtration
properties and a very good regeneration performance were
observed.

oxide and other materials in addition to silicon and calcium
carbonate particles. Ranging from 0.1 to 2 bar, the backwashing
pressure corresponded to the typical parameters of backwashing
in liquid phases. The filter cakes were between 0.3 and 3.3
millimeters thick.

Picture 3-5: Cleaning behaviour of optimized dutch weaves
from GKD in test.

How was this implemented by experiment?
Patrick Morsch: The experiments were performed in a fluid
environment with leaf and cartridge filters under laboratory
conditions and then on a large, industrially used pilot filter with
analogous process parameters. Five different mesh types used
in industrial applications – Atlas, Dutch weave and twill meshes
– were investigated. In terms of synthetic meshes, one 11 μm
and one 14 μm twill mesh, as well as one plain Dutch weave
were used in the leaf filter. With the laboratory cartridge filter,
this range was expanded even further. For the metal meshes,
we tested optimized weaves (ODW 10 and ODW 20) from GKD,
as well as one 25 μm Porometric mesh. The selection was made
on the basis of the mesh size and flow rate, since Dutch weaves
and twill meshes display marked differences in terms of porosity
at the same mesh size due to the type of weaving employed in
their production. When selecting the particles, we not only chose
various materials, but also quite intentionally varied the particle
shape and size distribution. That's why we also used aluminum

What did the investigations show?
Patrick Morsch: On the leaf filter system, we were already able
to observe that the concentration of the suspension for a volume
concentration < 1 percent by volume does not have any impact
on the backwashing results. At the same time, it became clear
that the weave type and stability of the materials used play a key
part in terms of mesh performance. High porosity of the media

Efficiency on the test bench
KIT: Maximum cleaning performance with minimum
use of filtrate

Picture 6-9: Cleaning behaviour of the Porometric
mesh from GKD in test.
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Efficiency on the test bench
KIT: Maximum cleaning performance with minimum use of filtrate

Picture 10:
1 = Drain sleeve
2 = Infeed into the glass cylinder
3 = Tube for performing the backwash
4 = Bottom end of the filter
5 = Glass cylinder
6 = Contrast plate with LED lamps and scale
7 = Head connection of the laboratory filter
8 = Filtrate outlet

9 = Overflow
10 = Tube in which the gas for providing the impulse for the
regeneration flows
11 = Tube for performing drying
12 = Container for the suspension consisting of tap water
and particle system
13 = Clear water container
14 = Double membrane pump
15 = Agitator

is essential for efficient backwashing. However, atlas meshes
and twill meshes have a low porosity due to their structure.
Plain dutch weaves made of plastic and metal offer the porosity
conducive to a high flow rate and thereby also very few contact
points for the filter cake to adhere. This lower adhesion means
that a lower backwashing rate is required.
Where do plastic and metal mesh differ in terms of
backwashing results?
Patrick Morsch: Striking differences were observed in the
context of material stability and backwashing results. The
apertures of plastic dutch weaves are limited by the production
process. Apertures < 10 μm can only be achieved through
calendering. This makes the mesh thinner and less stable –
causing it to bulge during backwashing. This increases the risk
of a thin cake rupturing and only being partially removed. In
addition to this, the bulging increases the required backwashing
rate for synthetic meshes as compared to rigid meshes by slightly
more than double. Thanks to their material-specific stability, metal
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meshes with similar separation rates do not suffer bulging. The
optimized dutch weaves from GKD performed accordingly well in
the test. The backwashing rate with ODW 10 was just 2.5 liters per
square meter, and ODW 20 was even better at 0.8 liters per square
meter. Thanks to their high porosity, a thin cake is also sufficient
for complete discharge. The faster cake buildup increases the
number of cleaning cycles, for example in intermittent cake
filtration – so the overall level of filtrate is extremely high – and
thereby further improves process efficiency. Out of the five
meshes being tested, the ODWs therefore impressed the most in
terms of backwashing rate and quality of cleaning.
How did the other metal mesh perform in the test?
Patrick Morsch: The Porometric mesh from GKD did not really
have any competition during these tests, as it is still a very new
mesh type and one which we had not originally planned to
include in the testing. We were therefore also skeptical as to
whether the plateaus of the meander-like surface structure

would present contact surfaces with too strong adhesion. During
filtration, however, the extreme porosity of this three-dimensional
mesh type was the real challenge. The initial volumetric flow
was so high that our measurement system was at first unable to
capture it due to the nozzle in the flow meter. Only after making
a few adjustments were we able to establish the required cake
thickness and then perform backwashing. As a result of the very
high porosity, we were able to observe both good filtration
properties and a very good regeneration performance. It should
be noted that the discharge direction of the filter cake ran parallel
to the meander form of the mesh, which I would recommend to
the user for this mesh.
How would you summarize your investigations?
Patrick Morsch: Particularly in the case of fine-grained, thin filter
cakes, the stability of the filter medium plays a key part in terms
of the quality of cake discharge with use of as little filtrate as
possible. The fineness of synthetic mesh is limited by the weaving
technique used. Finer apertures can only be achieved through
calendaring. In preliminary trials, a tested 5-6 μm synthetic satin
mesh exhibited extremely high flow resistance, however we still
plan to test several others. The stretching properties of plastic can
increase the backwashing rate by up to 100 percent. Thanks to
its material-specific stability, metal mesh enables higher stability
of the wires and thereby a finer mesh with greater porosity. This
also means that only a thinner filter cake is generally required
for complete cake discharge, which leads to shorter cleaning
cycles and improved process efficiency. In terms of the meshes
investigated, optimized dutch weaves and Porometric mesh
made of stainless steel therefore displayed the best results with
regard to porosity, reduction in backwashing rate, and quality of
cleaning. However, I am currently only able to confirm that this
statement applies for Porometric in terms of quality. Porometric
is still being installed in the laboratory filter for further tests to
enable us to gain quantitative results as well, as we have for the
other mesh.


About GKD – WORLD WIDE WEAVE
As a privately-owned technical weaver, GKD - Gebr.
Kufferath AG is the world market leader in metal,
synthetic and spiral mesh solutions. Four independent
business divisions bundle their expertise under one roof:
Industrial Mesh (woven metal mesh and filter solutions),
Process Belts (belts made of mesh and spirals),
Architectural meshes (façades, safety and interior design
made of metal fabrics) and Mediamesh® (Transparent
media façades). With its headquarter in Germany and
five other facilities in the US, South Africa, China, India
and Chile – as well as its branches in France, Spain,
Dubai and worldwide representatives, GKD is close to
markets anywhere in the world.
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Product Preview

Mitsubishi Electric
Automation Launches
Rugged HMIs GT25
Series for Outdoor Use

Thomson Industries
Announces High-Load
Ball Screws

U

M

itsubishi Electric Automation introduced its GT25
Series rugged HMIs designed to withstand extreme
outdoor conditions where exposure to harsh elements is
inevitable.
These rugged HMIs are reinforced with a metal housing
and equipped with an extra bright screen visible under
direct sunlight. It can function at temperatures between
-5 and 150° F (- 20 to 65° C) and is resistant to vibration
and shock. The metal housing also protects the internal
components from direct blasts from high-pressure water
jets and UV rays.
The hardware functionality includes flexible
configuration, a convenient maintenance platform, remote
connectivity, expanded memory (32MB ROM for storage;
128MB RAM for operation) and device monitoring functions.
Two integrated Ethernet ports allow connection to two
separate networks, and GOT Mobile enables remote access,
allowing users to view data in real time or operate the
system using a mobile device.

Mitsubishi Electric India Private Limited
2nd Floor, Tower A & B, DLF Cyber Green, DLF Cyber City, DLF Phase -III,
Gurugram, Haryana - 122002.
Tel: +91 (124) 6739300 | Web: www.mitsubishielectric.in

S-based Thomson Industries announced its
high-load ball screws that can support more
than twice the load capacity or 10 times the service
life of a standard ball screw. These high-load ball
screws feature an increased ball size and optimized
track design, and are available with up to 15 m
screw lengths and with single or double nuts.
They come in standard sizes up to 160 mm
in diameter with up to 1,440 kN of dynamic load
capacity. Preloading options are available upon
request, and Thomson will customize the ball screw
to meet customer-specific applications.
They provide smooth, quiet motion at higher
speeds over a longer life. Lead accuracy is up to 12
μm/300 mm.

Thomson Industries
203 Rock Road W, Radford, VA 24141, USA
Tel: +1 540-633-3549

In Association with World Industrial Reporter | www.worldindustrialreporter.com
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Pepperl+Fuchs Unveil
Bebco EPS® 7500 Series

Product Preview

Pfeiffer Vacuum
Introduces HiPace
700 H Turbopump

P

P

feiffer Vacuum introduced its HiPace 700 H
turbopump that delivers high compression,
especially for light gases, with a compression
ratio of ≥ 2·107 for hydrogen. Due to the high
compression ratio, a low residual gas spectrum
is created in the chamber.
The intermittent mode of this turbopump
offers more than 90% energy savings
without loss of performance – switching on
a connected backing pump on only if the
backing pressure is no longer sufficient.
The hybrid bearing, combining a ceramic
ball bearing on the fore-vacuum side with a
permanent-magnet radial bearing delivers an
extended service life interval of more than four
years.

Pfeiffer Vacuum (India) Private Limited
25/5 Nicholson Road, Tarbund, Secunderabad - 500009
Tel: +91 40 2775 0014 | Web: www.pfeiffer-vacuum.com

epperl+Fuchs introduced its Bebco EPS® 7500 Series purge
and pressurization system, designed for Class I or II/Div. 2
and Zone 2/22 locations.
This compact purge and pressurization system can be
set to run manually or automatically, and delivers the critical
features needed for hazardous location protection.
The system purges a common enclosure of hazardous gas
or dust to maintain positive pressure. It effectively reduces
the classification within the protected enclosure to a nonhazardous area. The 7500 carries ATEX and IECEx certifications
and is UL listed. It operates within a small footprint of only 5.8
x 3.8 x 1.9 inches.
The system also delivers intelligent automatic monitoring
and control of enclosure pressure with dilution and
continuous flow functionality. It makes automatic adjustments
and provides an alarm output for reliable protection. It is
designed in marine-grade chromate aluminium.
The 7500 uses universal AC/DC power and is available
as both a panel mount and external mount. The large touch
screen enables quick and easy setup while also providing
status LEDs, a bar graph for pressure, and multiple program
selections.

Pepperl+Fuchs Process Automation Pvt. Ltd.
#546/1, Sy. No. 46, Peenya Industrial Estate,
Bengaluru - 560 058. Tel: 91 80 4609 6000
Email: pa-info@in.pepperl-fuchs.com | Web: www.pepperl-fuchs.com
In Association with World Industrial Reporter | www.worldindustrialreporter.com
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Special Feature

Japanese Handheld Odor Meters
Now Available in India
T

he high-levels of pollution has led to an increased awareness
amongst people about the importance of clean and
purified air at public places. However, it is difficult to identify
concentration of foul air and its source in the absence of an odor
meter. M/s Shinyei Co. Ltd., Japan has come out with a unique
instrument known as Handheld Odor Meter.
This unique handheld odor meter detects relative change of
odor and show numeric value according to the concentration
of compound gas. It digitally displays the odor strength

level according to the relative change in the odor measured.
It is suitable for checking the effect before and after the
deodorization, checking the transition of odor strength and
finding the location of odor.
Once one knows the location of bad smell which is
intolerable and unhealthy, then immediate corrective action can
be taken to breath healthy.
There are three models of Odor Meter designed for different
type of gases.

1) OMX-SRM:

2. OMX-ADM:

3. OMX-TDM:

For odor measurement in smoking
rooms and lavatories, detecting smell
of medicines and foods, detecting
odor from production process.
Has good sensitivity towards gases
formed in lavatories, factories,
effluent treatment plants, hotels,
airports, railway stations etc.

 For odor measurement in manufacturing

 For detecting TVOCs (Total Volatile

and processing plants, detecting pet
smell, measuring kitchen garbage and
excrement odor.
 Has good sensitivity towards ammonia,
hydrogen sulphide, methyl etc.
 Useful for measuring pet odor, hospitals,
garbage disposals plants, restaurants,
fish markets etc.

Organic Compounds) causing sickhouse syndrome.
 Useful in petrochemicals factories,
organic solvent manufacturing
units, painting units etc.

Toshniwal Sensors Pvt. Ltd.
(Marketing Partner in India for Shinyei Co. Ltd., Japan)
Ms. Nidhi Vaishnav, Sales Engineer
D-30, Industrial Estate Makhupura, Ajmer – 305002. Rajasthan.
Tel: +91-145-2695 536 | Mob.: +91-80037 79056
Email: sales2@tsdpl.com | sales2@tspl-india.com | Web.: www.tsdpl.com | www.tspl-india.com
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Special Feature

SUNANDA Voted Among the Top 5
Waterproofing Brands in India
S

unanda Speciality Coatings Pvt. Ltd. the flagship company
of SUNANDA GLOBAL GROUP has been voted among the
top 5 waterproofing brands in India in the 2018 Experts' Choice
Rankings (https://expertschoice.in/). The Experts' Choice is
a unique ranking system by which products of the building
industry are ranked by leading architects and designers
across India.
 Brands were voted for on the following parameters:
 Overall product quality
 Product range offered
 Design and innovation
 Availability and dealer network
 Pricing and value
 Pre and post-sales service
The 40-year old construction chemical company dedicated
this distinction to all its loyal and quality-conscious customers.
SUNANDA is known for innovation and its drive for continuous
improvement in its product line, adapting the product line for
new applications and adding new products based on its close
association with customers.

About SUNANDA GLOBAL

Prestigious Projects:
SUNANDA has successfully completed numerous
prestigious projects in India and across the globe.
International Projects:
 Jumeirah Lake Towers, UAE
 Al Yaquob Tower, UAE
 Sobha Ivory, UAE
 Hindu Temple, Pittsburgh, USA
 Upscale Villa Scheme, Florida, USA
 Taj Coral Resort, Maldives
 Barclays Bank, Tanzania
 Seat of Government and
Presidency Complex, Accra, Ghana
 Hotel Kabul Serena, Afghanistan
Domestic Projects:
 The Taj Mahal Palace Hotel,
Mumbai
 World Towers, Mumbai
 Chhatrapati Shivaji International
Airport, Mumbai

SUNANDA’s state-of-the-art research laboratories and technical
service centers are equipped with cutting edge analytical
instrumentation as its topmost priority is to invest in research and
development activities with a focus on introducing new high
performance, technically differentiated products and services.
SUNANDA has won the 'Innovator of the Year Award' in 2012,
2013 and 2015, instituted by FICCI & Department of Chemicals,
Govt. of India.

 Magarpatta City, Pune
 GIFT City, Gujarat
 SRF Ltd., Dahej, Gujarat
 Chhabra Thermal Power Project,

Rajasthan
 Chintels Paradiso, Gurugram
 Signature Bridge, Delhi
 Delhi Metro, Delhi
 Mahamaya Flyover, NOIDA
 Town Hall, Kolkata
 C-DOT, Bengaluru
 ETA Star Gardens, Bengaluru
 Hotel ITC Gardenia, Bengaluru
 Brigade Gateway, Bengaluru
 Hiranandani Palace Gardens,

Chennai
 Kochi Metro, Kochi

SUNANDA was established in 1979 and is headed by
Dr. S. K. Manjrekar, one of the leading material scientists
globally. He is the only living Indian to receive the
‘American Concrete Institute Honorary Member Award',
the highest recognition given by ACI. SUNANDA offers a
wide range of innovative construction chemicals including
waterproofing systems, corrosion protection systems,
concrete admixtures, repair materials, exterior coatings/
paints and floor coatings.
SUNANDA’s corporate headquarter is located on the
entire 36th floor of Sunshine Tower, Lower Parel, Mumbai,
India and it has regional offices in New Delhi, Ahmedabad,
Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Nagpur, and Pune.

Sunanda Speciality Coatings Pvt. Ltd.
Sunshine Tower, 36th floor, Senapati Bapat Marg,
Lower Parel, Mumbai – 400 013.
Tel.: +91 22 6226 8021
Email: info@sunandaglobal.com | Web: www.sunandaglobal.com
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Technical Article

Smart Actuators Deliver on the
Promise of Industry 4.0
HÅKAN PERSSON
Global Product Line Director – Actuators,
Thomson Industries, Inc.

A

s Industry 4.0 initiatives bring more and more industrial
axes of motion into the realm of automation, the need for
cost-effective control across them grows as well. Advances
in robotics, connectivity, cloud computing, artificial intelligence,
data analysis, mobility and numerous other areas are converging
to push global industry to new plateaus of operational efficiency
and creating roles for actuators in places previously thought
impractical.
Consider, for example, industrial tasks such as raising or
lowering a conveyor to handle cartons of various sizes. If such
adjustments are needed only a few times a day, automation with
conventional technology would be difficult to justify. Automating
such intermittent operations with pneumatic cylinders, for

instance, would require a costly infrastructure and elevated
maintenance costs while providing only limited control capability.
Systems involving high-duty, high-precision linear actuators
would provide the control needed but also far more additional
capability than would be cost-justifiable for intermittent
operations. Traditional industrial linear actuators would offer
the right control capability at a lower cost, but even these
would be difficult to justify because of the additional relay and
other infrastructure necessary. Today’s smart electromechanical
actuators, however, enable designers to automate intermittent
operations affordably by embedding functionality that has
previously required an external infrastructure.

Lower-cost actuators with embedded smart capabilities can be beneficial for intermittent applications in industrial automation plants. The actuators offer
flexibility, cost efficiency and intelligence.
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Smart actuators come of age
Smart linear actuators contain everything needed to switch the
final element. Only two wires transmit power, and a few others
communicate with a controller. This enables simple and efficient
automated control of previously manually operated axes. System
designers can program low-voltage switching directly into the
actuator, eliminating the need for the operator to know what and
when to switch.

Smart actuators can now be connected with various network buses such
as PROFINET or Ethernet/IP, perform larger and more complicated control
schemes, and share vast amounts of operating data.
Smart actuators can also help improve system performance.
For example, in the conveyor scenario mentioned earlier, the
need to manually change settings might actually have been
constraining the process, whereas automating them 10 ten
times per day could have been the more efficient option.
For situations such as these within the Industry 4.0 space,
advanced applications will analyze production dates from smart
instruments and reveal optimal paths to equipment effectiveness.

Even if automating functions such as conveyor operation do
not show significant payback, the ability to participate in a larger
community of connected devices can have value. Embedding
networking logic into inexpensive actuators enables connection
with network buses such as a CAN Bus, PROFINET or Ethernet/
IP. Previous manual activities can now integrate with larger and
more complicated control schemes and workflow strategies.
Actuators can share vast amounts of operating data with systems
such as counting technology, which can signal the precise
moment to change an instruction.
Or imagine integration of smart actuators with automated
guided vehicles (AGVs) that move around the plant, receiving
goods from conveying stations and transporting them to other
stages of production or delivery. The AGV could approach the
conveyor, signal the actuator to open the hatch containing only
the blue boxes, fill to capacity and move to the next station.
Such integration would not likely have been feasible – or even
considered – prior to Industry 4.0 innovation.

Smarter maintenance
Smart actuators can also monitor their own health. They
know whether the system is receiving enough voltage for the
job at hand and may be able to adjust accordingly. They can
accumulate data on the number of cycles performed and pace
operation across shifts. And they can communicate absolute
position at every point in the stroke, which can be programmed
to push more current as needed to manage the load.
Although smart actuators themselves require little if any
maintenance, they can reduce overall maintenance costs by
recognizing load variations that impact actuator wear and
helping synchronize replacement with planned machine
downtime accordingly.

Driving innovation
The potential to connect devices that have previously been
out of reach is wide open, and geography is no longer a barrier
to industrial automation and integration. The stage is set for
production and automation engineers to define the actuator
applications that will shape the next generation of industrial
innovation.

Smart actuators are widely used in various plants where manual
intervention can be avoided. For example, system designers can now
program the actuators in advance to perform an automated switch in
control conveyors. The actuators also provide controllability for logistic
trains and automated guided vehicles.
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Abstract:

In many current supply chains, transport processes are not
yet being monitored concerning how they influence product
quality. Sensor technologies combined with telematics and digital
services allow for collecting environmental data to supervise these
processes in near real-time. This article outlines an approach for
integrating sensor-based quality data into supply chain event
management (SCEM). The article describes relationships between
environmental conditions and quality defects of automotive
products and their mutual relations to sensor data. A discreteevent simulation shows that the use of sensor data in an eventdriven control of material flows can keep inventory levels more
stable. In conclusion, sensor data can improve quality monitoring
in transport processes within automotive supply chains.

1. Introduction

In globally distributed supply chains, complex material flows
between geographically widely separated suppliers and original
equipment manufacturers (OEM) have to be coordinated [1]. In the
automotive industry, in particular, global sourcing and reduced
vertical integration due to outsourcing result in the transport
of large material volumes over long distances with potentially
extreme environmental conditions [2–4]. In combination with
reduced safety stocks, these transports increase the susceptibility
of the supply chains to disturbances [5], and, consequently,
increases supply chain risks, like inappropriate quality of the
supply and poor logistics performance, e.g., late delivery [6]. Such
deviations potentially endanger the ability of the supply chain
to meet customer expectations, so that success depends on the
ability to prevent or at least immediately identify and resolve them
[7]. However, quality management procedures during transport
are often not as sophisticated as during production [8]. As a result,
deviations are sometimes detected only at a late stage in the
supply chain, resulting in costly compensation measures [9–11].
Increasing digitalization in the context of Industry 4.0 offers the
potential to increase the level of transparency in supply chains [12].
The concepts of Industry 4.0 and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are
increasingly applied to logistics and supply chain management, as
Logistics 4.0, and Cyber-Physical Logistics Systems (CPLS). A CPLS
consists of CPS that are part of, or connected to logistic objects
(like e.g., means of transport, or containers), or logistic processes
and deal with the flow of information and goods in the value chain
[6].
Of particular interest in digital supply chain applications are
sensor technologies. The ability to directly record physical data
using sensors, and to evaluate and save the recorded data to
globally distributed services via digital communication facilities is
considered as integral to CPS in Industry 4.0 applications [13].
Sensors can monitor a wide variety of ambient conditions,
like temperature, humidity, mechanical stress levels on attached
objects, and current characteristics of an object, such as location,
speed, or direction. Combined to sensor networks, they can be
used for continuous parameter sensing, event detection and
identification [14,15]. As a result, sensor networks are considered
as a suitable solution to provide the necessary information
transparency in inter-organizational logistics and supply processes
(e.g., the actual geographical position of the transports and their
estimated arrival times, or the probability and level of the potential
late deliveries) [6,8].
In previous work, we have proposed a sensor-based quality
monitoring system for products during transport processes in
automotive supply chains. This system combines a hardware
infrastructure of mobile and stationary sensors and telematics
units with a software infrastructure of sensor databases, data
repositories, and digital services with the following characteristics
[16,17]:
l Mobile sensors are attached either directly to products, or to
boxes, or pallets, used to harbor and store these products during

transport. An example from the automotive industry are the
universal load carrier (ULC) boxes, which fluctuate between
suppliers and receivers of parts or components in automotive
supply chains. This way, the sensors accompany the parts and
components during transport and storage processes and
measure relevant environmental parameters. The sensors should
be capable of transferring their measurement data over a short
distance (several dozen meters) wirelessly. It is important that the
sensors are located close to the products that shall be monitored,
and accompany them over the transport chain from beginning
to end. In addition, they should be cost efficient enough to allow
their application in larger numbers.
l Telematics units, so called gateways, collect the wirelessly
messaged measurement data from local sensors and transfer
these data over large distances using standard telecommunication
technology. As one such gateway can transfer the data of a larger
number of sensors (up to a few hundred sensors), but are also
more expensive in acquisition and operation, one gateway per
transport unit (e.g., truck) or per transport container should be
sufficient. In addition, the telematics units can house additional
sensors, in particular, geolocation devices, like the Global
Positioning System (GPS).
l The sensor measurement data transferred by the gateways
is stored in a central sensor database, which forms the data
component of a software cloud platform.
l In addition, digital services are hosted on such a cloud platform.
These digital services perform operations on the collected sensor
data. This includes the analysis of the sensor data to determine
(potential) quality defects from the data and in such an event, to
alert the relevant stakeholders in the supply chain, and propose
corrective measures.
l Occurrences of (potential) quality defects constitute critical
events, which have to be communicated to processing
applications of the various supply chain parties. Alerting
companies to (critical) events, so that measures against those
events can be taken proactively, is the task of Supply Chain Event
Management (SCEM). Critical events are any unplanned changes
in supply lines or generally critical exceptions in time [7]. Quality
related events are events that take into account (changes in)
the quality state of the objects. Sensor measurements that are
unusual or fall outside certain predetermined boundaries may
point to changes in the surrounding of transport goods that
affect the quality of the goods and thus constitute quality related
(critical) events. The supply chain parties then can react to these
events according to their own procedures. We have proposed
to use the Electronic Product Code Information System (EPCIS)
standard as an instrument to communicate such events. EPCIS
is a standard that was developed and marketed by international
non-profit organization GS1 for sharing event related data.
Typically, it refers to the identification of certain physical objects
at a certain time and place and within a certain context [18]. As
the EPCIS standard in its current version does not include data
structures to express and communicate sensor data, we also
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have proposed proper extensions of the standard.
Our basic approach and some of its technical details have already
been described in [16,17]. This article focusses on two particular
aspects of using such a monitoring system to integrate sensor
location and quality data into transport processes in automotive
supply chains: First, we compile the environmental influence
parameters that should be monitored during transport processes in
automotive supply chains. In relation to metrological applications,
it is important to exert systematic considerations concerning the
planning, execution, and evaluation of measurements [19]. The
identification of the relevant measurement parameters constitutes
an important aspect of the planning process of the metrological
application. In this, we proceed from general environmental
influences or conditions in transport processes and their causeeffect-relationships with critical failure mechanisms relevant
to automotive product groups to establishing critical failure
mechanisms of individual automotive products and components
from product data sheets.
Second, the article evaluates the potential effects of sensorbased quality data for supply chain performance. We use a discreteevent simulation model to study an exemplary automotive supply
chain to investigate how the use of real-time quality status data for
the supplied goods can influence supply chain control decisions
and what impact on logistic performance it yields.
The structure of this article is as follows: Section 2 reviews
related work, for example from cold chain logistics in the food
or pharma industries. Section 3 describes the relations between
environmental influences and quality defects of automotive
products. Section 4 outlines the simulation study and its results.
Section 5 provides a discussion of the results of Sections 3 and
4. Conclusions and ongoing work are outlined in Section 6. An
appendix provides additional tables detailing aspects of Section
3.

2. Related work

We cluster the related work into two groups. As a first group, a
large body of work on product monitoring in supply chains using
sensor systems exists for cold chains in the food industry, where
factors, like temperature and humidity, are of foremost importance
to product quality and expiration dates of perishable products.
The second group relates to research publications covering the
use of sensors for quality monitoring within transport processes
of manufacturing industry supply chains. Here, we have found less
publication.
In the first group of publications, Woo et al. [20] have proposed
a data model expressing temporal relationships between logistic
objects passing at certain locations and sensors installed at these
locations. A location may have more than one sensor for reading
not only the radio frequency identification (RFID) data but also
measuring environmental data. A temporal data entity stores the
sensor data obtained when a logistics object passes through the
sensor and is connected to the logistic objects to which the sensor
reading applies. Hartley has examined the temperature control of
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wild animal meat in a global supply chain between New Zealand
and Germany, using RFID and EPCIS [21]. Kang and Lee propose
a sensor integration architecture for cold chain management,
where sensor data, such as temperature and humidity, are traced
along with RFID based information [22]. Kassahun et al. describe
a reference architecture that enables chain-wide transparency
in meat supply chains, making use of the EPCIS standard and
cloud-based services [23]. Thakur and Forås have evaluated the
functionality of an online system for temperature monitoring
in a cold meat chain. They use EPCIS for the communication of
temperature data [24]. The concept of virtual food supply chains
has been analyzed from an Internet of Things perspective for
the food industry by Verdouw et al. [25]. In addition, the authors
describe an implementation architecture, which is based on the
cloud-based platform FIspace. Tamplin has published an approach
for integrating predictive models and sensors to manage food
stability in supply chains. His publication describes developments
in predictive models designed for supply chain management
of food products (like oysters and beef ), as well as advances in
environmental sensors [26].
Applying sensor data to supply chain management has been
investigated in the DynahMat project by Jevinger et al. One
result was that it is crucial to measure temperature close to the
freight using multiple distributed sensor nodes, instead of just
thermometer per container. The DynahMat project also discusses
dynamic pricing based on sensor data [27–29].
Hertog et al. have published a study on how to derive the
product quality of perishable food products, like e.g., strawberries,
from sensor data [30]. To set up a statistical control model, they
define product specific critical tolerance levels of carbon dioxide,
oxygen, temperature, ethylene, and relative humidity, which
should not be exceeded. The authors state that above and below
these tolerance levels, product damage will occur. Accidental
occurrences of values outside these warning levels do not lead to
significant decay in product quality, however, if these conditions
occur more often or for longer time, the quality will be affected.
Therefore they define a maximum cumulative number of
measurements outside the warning levels range, weighted by the
absolute difference between measurement values and warning
levels. In addition, the authors propose equations to calculate the
degradation rate of a perishable cold chain product as a function
of shelf life conditions.
The research on monitoring of cold chain products emphasizes
a number of aspects that can be used in a similar form for our
approach of a sensor-based quality information system for
transport processes in the automotive industry. These include
the attachment of mobile sensors to products during transport
processes, the collection and analysis of the sensor measurement
data in a central cloud platform, and the adaptation of the EPCIS
standard to communicate sensor data between different supply
chain partners.
Concerning product quality related models that allow for
deriving product quality from sensor data, in particular, the use

of boundaries for measurements of environmental influence
parameters like temperature and relative humidity seems
promising for our approach. However, due to a number of
differences between products in cold chain supply chains and
products in automotive supply chains, we cannot simply take
over the solutions from the food industry: food and other cold
chains products are often perishable products with a short life
span that under normal environmental conditions sometimes
is measured only in days or weeks. That life span of a cold chain
product is influenced in particular by the heat affecting it, so that
close temperature monitoring is crucial for the determination of
product quality and remaining life span. For instance, freezing fruits
may expand their life span from only day or weeks to months or
even years. Other environmental influences affecting the quality,
or life span, of food products are the concentrations of gasses, like
carbon dioxide, oxygen, and ethylene. Automotive components on
the other hands have a considerably longer life span of normally
several years. They are much less affected by (though by no means
immune to) heat. On the other hand, mechanical influences, like
shock or vibration, might exert a larger effect on automotive
products.
In the second group of publications, publications not related
to the food industry or cold chain applications, Dunkel et al.
present a reference architecture for sensor-based decision support
systems, which enables the analysis and processing of complex
event streams in real-time. The proposed architecture provides a
conceptual basis for development of flexible software frameworks
that can be adapted to meet various applications needs. The
authors’ architectural approach is based on semantically rich event
models providing the different stages of the decision process. They
illustrate their approach in the domain of road traffic management,
not within a manufacturing oriented supply chain [31].
Reinhart et al. present an approach for an event-based
safeguarding of production processes in the automotive industry
using RFID technology. This solution has been prototypically
realized in the automotive industry for the quality control of car
seats [32]. The approach so far does not make use of sensors to
monitor environmental influences however, but it relies on passive
RFID transponders for automatic identification of components
within cars. Genc, Duffie and Reinhart study an event-based
Supply Chain Early Warning System that facilitates real-time
identification of critical events within the supply network by using
event data generated from RFID based automatic identification. As
a result, adaptive situational control of intra-company production
processes is enabled. The benefits of this approach regarding
logistic objectives are evaluated in a discrete-event simulation
study based on a prototypical implementation of a cross-company
production scenario [33].
Maurer examines early warning of critical events in supply
networks in his dissertation [34]. In his work, he also covers
qualitative instruments that support and quantitative methods to
support forecasting of critical, quantitative parameters. He does
not describe, however, detailed applications of sensor system to

monitor products during transport processes in supply chains.
From these publications, some aspects relating to supply
SCEM procedures, as well as the use of discrete event simulation,
can be applied to our research. However, this second group of
publications does not refer to use of sensor systems for quality
monitoring or consider quality related events in supply chains.

3. Environmental influences and quality
defects of automotive products

In this section, we compile the environmental influence
parameters that should be monitored during transport processes
in automotive supply chains. Proceeding from the general to
the particular, we first compile environmental influences and
conditions that are generally prevalent in transport processes.
Subsequently, we establish cause-effect-relationships between
these environmental influences and quality-critical failure
mechanisms relevant to the particular materials and product
groups encountered in automotive supply chains, and establish
additional modifying factors. Finally, we look at product data sheets
as a source of detailed information on critical failure mechanisms
of individual components in automotive supply chains.
3.1. General environmental conditions during
transport processes
The standard DIN EN 60721-1:1997-02 [35] defines
environmental influences as physical, chemical or biological
influences, like e.g., heat, or vibrations. Either on their own,
or in combination with other influences, they constitute an
environmental condition. An example of an environmental
condition is the combined occurrence of the two environmental
influences heat and vibrations.
Environmental influences can be determined via environmental
influence parameters. Environmental influence parameters refer
to the physical, chemical, or biological measurement parameters,
like temperature or acceleration. These measurement parameters
allow for determining critical thresholds. If a critical threshold is
exceeded (or undercut), then negative effects of the environmental
influence on the referential system have to be anticipated. A
complete characterization of an environmental influence often
involves a combination of measurement parameters. For example,
a complete description of a vibration (or oscillation) includes their
type (mode), their acceleration, and their frequency.
The same standard also provides a clustering of environmental
influences and their respective environmental influence parameters
into seven groups of environmental conditions. In addition to
this, the standard DIN EN 60721-3-2:2016-06 [36] provides a more
application domain specific, transport related classification of
environmental conditions:
l Climatic environmental conditions: These include climatic
elements, like heat/cold, air humidity, air pressure, rain/thaw/
snow/ice, and sun radiation.
l Biological environmental conditions: These include influences
from flora and fauna, e.g., mold.
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l Chemical agents: These include chemically active substances,

e.g., industrial exhaust gases, or aerosols.
l Mechanically active substances: These include mainly sand or
dust.
l Mechanical environmental conditions: These include all
influences due to effects of mechanical forces, e.g., vibration and
shock.
l Table A1 in Appendix A lists those environmental conditions,
environmental influences, and environmental influence
parameters that are relevant to transport processes, as described
in both standards.
3.2. Failure mechanisms and their relations
to automotive components
The effects that environmental influences, as described in
[35,36], yield on transport cargo depend on a variety of factors, in
particular, the properties of the cargo. The testing acuity degrees
defined by the mentioned standards allow for distinguishing
between different susceptibilities of various materials to
environmental influences.
Negative impacts of environmental conditions on the quality
of a product are referred to as failure mechanisms. These failure
mechanisms refer to processes, where products suffer a functional
or physical deterioration and potential damage as a result of
environmental conditions or influences. These failures may stem
from sudden overloading and overstressing, or from attrition
suffered from strains over a longer duration that do not cause
immediate overloading.
The occurrence and impact of the failure mechanisms
generally depends on the acuity of the environmental conditions
(environmental influences) that cause it. To account for this, the
standard DIN EN 60721-3-2:2016-06 also defines different classes
based on the acuity degrees of the environmental influence
parameters. These specify minimal thresholds that a cargo has
to withstand in order to prevent damages. These classes depend
on the conditions of the surrounding medium, the conditions of
related constructions, and exterior influences and processes. They
are also location dependent. For instance, they take into account
the climatic zone (e.g., tropic zone, distance to the sea, and height
above sea).
On the other hand, the impact of failure mechanisms depends
on the susceptibility of the automotive components to these
failure mechanisms. This susceptibility in turn is strongly material
dependent. For instance, corrosion affects metallic materials but
not natural or synthetic polymeric materials. For this reason, we
associate failure mechanisms to automotive components based
on their material properties.
The product structure of automobiles is modular. The main
modular groups of a car are [3]:
l Body structure: This module includes all load-bearing structures.
l Body (exterior): This module refers to the exterior shell including
also lighting and windowpanes).
l Interior equipment: This includes e.g., the cockpit module and
the seats.
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l Motor and related aggregates: These include e.g., the exhaust

apparatus and the fuel tank.
l Power drive: This includes clutch and transmission gear.
l Chassis (undercarriage): This includes e.g., axle drives, brake force

transmission, and brake force distribution.
l Electrical and electronic components: Examples are lambda

probes and sensors.
These modular groups consists of a hierarchy of modules,
components, and parts. These are to a high degree both functionally
as well as physically independent of each other, which allows
for their separate production by different suppliers. As a result, a
large part of automotive transport cargo consists of modules and
components. With respect to transport processes, we distinguish
between 36 different automotive modules. These are made of
materials belonging to either of five material categories: Metals,
synthetic polymers, natural polymers, ceramics, glasses, or to
various combinations of the material categories. Tables A2 and A3
in Appendix A show the relation between the automotive modules
and these material categories. To account for the preponderance
or likely combination of these material categories, we have defined
nine material families, and allocated the automotive modules to
these material families [3,37]:
l MF1: automotive components made exclusively or predominantly
of metallic materials.
l MF2: automotive components made exclusively or predominantly
of synthetic polymers.
l MF3: automotive components made of metals and synthetic
polymers.
l MF4: automotive components made of synthetic polymers and
natural polymers.
l MF5: automotive components made of synthetic polymers and
glasses.
l MF6: automotive components made of metals, synthetic
polymers and natural polymers.
l MF7: automotive components made of metals, synthetic
polymers and ceramics.
l MF8: automotive components made of metals, synthetic
polymers and glasses.
l MF9: automotive components made of metals, synthetic
polymers, natural polymers and glasses.
Automotive modules that belong to the same material
family are susceptible to the same failure mechanisms. Table A4
in Appendix A lists the failure mechanisms and their relations to
environmental influences and to material families.
The correlation between failure mechanisms and material
categories has been established by a separate literature and
norms study on each combination of failure mechanism and
material. To provide an easy example, corrosion affects automotive
components that include primarily metals [38]. Thus, it has been
related to material categories 1, 3 and 6–9. These are all categories
that are made exclusively metallic materials, or combine metallic
materials with other materials. The correlation excludes material
categories 2, 4, and 5. These latter are all exclusively non-metallic
material categories.

Failure
Mechanism
Bond cleavage
Bio-deterioration
Corrosion
Mechanical
Fatigue
Mechanical
overload
Imbibition
Temperature
overload
Attrition/wear
Weathering

Thaw Ca

x

x

x
x

x

Fau

x

Flo

C/H

x

x
x
x

Ac

Ah

Mas

Pre Shock

Rad

Vib

x
x

x
x

2–9
2–9
1,3, 6–9

x
x

x

x

x

1–9

x

x

1–9
2–9

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

Mat.
Cat.

x
x

5, 7–9
1–9
2–9

Table 1. Environmentally caused failure mechanisms in automotive transport processes (Legend: fm = failure mechanism, thaw = thawing, ca = chemical
agents, fau = fauna, flo = flora, c/h = cold/heat, ac = air condition, ah = air humidity, mas = mechanically active substances, pre = precipitation, shoc =
shock, rad = radiation; vib = vibration, mat. cat = material category); material categories: see MF1-MF9 above.

Table 1 provides (as lines) a listing of environmentally caused
failure mechanisms that are relevant in automotive transport
processes and (as columns) the environmental conditions that
cause them. An x in the crossing field of the line and column marks
the causation of the respective failure mechanism by the respective
environmental condition. For instance, air humidity (ah) may cause
corrosion or weathering. The numbers of those material categories
that are susceptible to a certain failure mechanism are listed in
the last field of the line. The table can be used to classify specific
automotive components according to their material properties
and then identify potentially dangerous failure mechanisms. It
brings together the relationships that we have established. Thus,
the table is useful to determine which failure mechanisms are
potentially damaging for automotive components with specific
material properties, and which environmental conditions are
related to the occurrence of the individual failure mechanisms.

 The transport means: e.g., truck, railway, inland vessel, oceanic

vessel, and aircraft.
 Load carrier composition: e.g., supporting, paling or isolating.
 Load carrier commonality: universal load carrier (ULC)/singular

load carrier (SLC).
 Load securing: e.g., bandaging/shrinking/stretching.
 Whether product refinement is present or not.
 Isolation of products: open or closed.

Packing provides a protective function for the packed goods.
For example, the acuity degrees distinguished within the standard
DIN EN 60721-3-2:2016-06 differ on for the same material, if
different packing and isolation are used.

3.4. Relations between environmental influences and
quality of individual automotive components
Often, the exact association rules (cause-effect relationships)
between environmental influences (and their associated
environmental influence factors) are highly case specific as well
3.3. Additional influences on failure mechanisms in
automotive transport processes
as unclear and difficult to quantify. As an example, corrosion of
While Table 1 provides an overview of the general relations between metallic materials is caused, or aided by, thawing, chemical agents,
environmental conditions, failure mechanisms and material classes, the cold and heat, air condition, air humidity and precipitation. The
actual influence of environmental conditions and failure mechanisms on a exact variation between these, or the exact calculation of their
particular automotive part or component in a transport process depends on
cumulative effects, is very material specific. As another example,
a multitude of additional factors. These include the following factors [36]:
the exact impact of mechanical fatigue on a part or component
 Its actual, individual material(s) (e.g., consideration of different
heavily depends on the number, frequency, or frequencies and
metals and alloys: steel, aluminum, magnesium ).
strength of the vibrations in relation to exact strength of the
 The form of the transported part or product.
material and the natural frequency, which in turn depends on the
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form of the part or component.
Product data sheets are common by product suppliers in the
automotive industry (as well as in many other industries) in order to
specify the correct treatment of their products and prevent faulty
treatment or damaging conditions during subsequent use [39]. In
particular, these product data sheets often provide information on
temperature boundaries, or thresholds of air humidity and shock
that should not be exceeded, in order to prevent product damage.
These values can be used to specify the sensor values that indicate
critical events.
From the product data sheets, thresholds can be formed that
allow for classifying a transport good as “in order” (“OK”) as long as
the sensor data does not exceed the thresholds, and “not in order”
(“NOK”), following sensor data that exceeds the thresholds or falls
outside the bracket. In certain cases, a third intermediate state
“undetermined” may be defined that is situated between “in order”
and “not in order”. A subsequent quality check should determine
whether the respective products should be re-classified as “in
order” or “not in order”.
Table 2 shows the exemplary sensor values for a particular
automotive supply component, based on a real product data
sheet.
Proceeding from general to individual influences, we have
collected the relevant environmental influences and their
influence parameters. We have also collected information on the
defects they cause on different important material categories in
automotive supply chains via failure mechanisms. Correlation of
this information allows us to establish, which sensor data have to
be collected. Nevertheless, this does not allow us to determine the
precise boundaries for sensor values. However, product data sheets
constitute an excellent source for the derivation of thresholds for
sensor values, because they contain explicit threshold values for
environmental influence parameters that should not be exceeded
in order to avoid damage to the components and deterioration of
their physical state. A further discussion is provided in Section 5.

4. Simulation Study
To evaluate the potential impact of sensor-based real-time
quality data, we use a discrete-event simulation model of an
automotive supply chain process, which has been implemented
in the software Tecnomatix Plant Simulation 14.1. In this section,
we first describe the simulation model, followed by the different
scenarios and experiments. Then, we provide the results of the
simulation experiments.
4.1. Description of the simulation model
The simulation model compares key logistical performance
and cost parameters of an automotive supply chain for different
scenarios, some of them include a sensor-based real-time quality
monitoring system while other scenarios do not.
The model maps the supply chain process between a first tier
supplier of automotive components located in Europe and an
OEM, which receives these components in order to build them
into its cars in a production plant located in Northern America.
As shown in Figure 1, they are connected by forwarders (shipping
companies) using different transport modalities to transport the
modules from the supplier to a logistics hub run by a logistics service
provider (LSP), where the parts are consolidated into containers, and then
further transported on ships across the Atlantic Ocean to the OEM.

The overall control of the supply chain is in the hands of the
OEM. The supplier, LSP, and transporters all act on order of the
OEM. Production of components at the supplier is triggered by a
call order (make and take order) by the OEM for the production
lot. These orders arrive in regular sequence, in order to maintain a
steady supply for uninterrupted production. In addition, irregular
call orders may be placed by the OEM in order to substitute for
defective, or otherwise unusable, components. The readymade
components are sent to a logistic hub by truck. At the logistic
hub, an external logistic services provider (LSP) collects incoming
components supplied to the same OEM by different suppliers and
consolidates them into containers. However, the simulation model

Quality State

“OK”

“NOK”

“Undetermined”

Temperature

0–40° C

< –10° C
> 50 C

–10–0 °C
40–50 °C

Humidity

0–50% r.H.

> 60% r.H.

50–60% r.H.

Shock

< 10 g

> 50 g

10–50 g

Temperature
combined
with high
humidity

< 30 °C
60–90 r.H. %

> 40 °C
60–90 r.H. %

30–40 °C
60–90 r.H. %

Table 2. Threshold table derived from product datasheets. Legend: C: Degree Celsius as unit of measurement (UOM) for temperature; g: multiples of the earth gravitation (g
= 9.81 N/kg) as UOM for shock; r.H.: relative Humidity of the air, in percent.
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Figure 1. Generic supply chain in the simulation model.
considers only one type of component. The LSP is also responsible
for the timely, truck-based transport of the filled containers to
a nearby container port terminal to reach a container vessel
previously booked by the OEM.
At the container port terminal, the containers are loaded
onto the container vessel. The vessel brings the containers to the
destination port, where they are unloaded from the vessel and
forwarded by train to the OEM’s production plant. At the plant, the
parts are unloaded from the containers, and, after intermediate
storage, built into the cars that are produced there. These processes
are performed in the same way for regular orders by the OEM as
well as for re-orders of components that cannot be used due to
quality defects. The smallest lot size both for production and for
transport is the universal load carrier (ULC), a standard box filled
with 24 components.
Table 3 provides the details of the transport relations, including
transport times, frequencies and volumes. The cargo volumes per
transport of the different transport relations are synchronized with
each other in order to achieve a steady situation.
The simulation model considers a carrier as smallest unit as
the sensor decisions about the quality only happen per carrier.
Each of the carriers contains 24 batteries, which are not modelled
individually in the simulation model. A container contains 48 ULC,
each filled with 24 components, and thus a container contains
1152 components. Every 75 s a battery is installed in a car, so every
30 min a ULC with 24 batteries is needed from the storage.
4.2. Scenarios
The simulation model contains four different scenarios in

order to compare the effects of a sensor-based real-time quality
information system on the control and operation of the modelled
supply chain. These four scenarios differ in whether quality
defects occur, and what quality management procedures are
implemented.
Scenario 1 serves as a reference scenario in order to model the
ideal state of the supply chain and evaluate different mechanisms
without the occurrence of any quality defects. The reference
scenario allows to determine component stock levels at the OEM
that guarantee production not interrupted by stock-outs. Scenarios
2, 3, and 4 include quality defects occurring stochastically during the
different transports. To detect quality defects, the simulation study
considers two different quality management procedures: manual
quality inspections (of random samples of the components) at the
OEM’s warehouse entry (scenario 2) and sensor-based monitoring
of environmental influences during the transport processes
(scenario 3 and scenario 4).
The characteristics of the automotive components in the
scenarios are derived from automotive batteries. Automotive
batteries are sensitive products requiring careful treatment in
logistic processes [40]. For that reason, managing the quality of
the batteries during transport is important. The simulation model
accounts for such quality issues via stochastically distributed
defect probabilities for each ULC filled with components and
each transport relation. It is assumed that both the supplier and
the LSP always inspect the quality of the outgoing, ready-made
components at their warehouse exits, so that only defect-free
components of good quality can leave. Subsequently, the model
considers that with a certain probability, during each transport

Table 3. Transport relations in the simulation model.

Transport
Relation

Route

Transport
Time

Frequency

Truck #1

Supplier -> LSP

7.5 h

Every 8 h

Truck #2

LSP -> port Europe

1h

Once a day

Ship
Train

Port Europe -> USA
Port USA -> OEM

14 days
8h

Twice a week
Every two weeks

Cargo Volume per Transport
24 universal load carriers (ULC),
each ﬁlled with 24 components
1 container with 48 ULC,
each ﬁlled with 24 components
3 to 10 containers
3 to 10 containers
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between the LSP and the OEM, components may become defective
by suffering damage from environmental influences like heat,
shock or humidity. For each transport relation between LSP and
OEM, a defect probability is built into the model, which combines
the probabilities of product damage from these environmental
influences. This probability is the probability that a component
will suffer damage during a transport using this transport relation.
If no defects occur, the parts are of good quality. The defect and
no defects probabilities for the transport relations are provided in
Table 4.
To cope with this risk of product defects, the simulation model
includes the mapping of both conventional quality management
procedures (without a sensor-based information system) and
digital quality management procedures that are based on sensor
measurements, as well as combinations of the two. In either case,
safety stocks of the components at the OEM’s warehouse are the
means to prevent the interruption of production at the OEM due
to stock-outs that result from non-usable, defect components.
In this context, scenario 2 serves as a worst case scenario. It
includes manual quality inspections at the OEM’s warehouse entry
where quality defects of components are detected. However, this
results in a late re-order of these components from the supplier.
Scenario 3 and scenario 4 both include sensor-based
monitoring of environmental influences during transport. In
contrast to these manual quality inspections at discrete points
within the supply chain, the use of a sensor-based information
system can generate quality-related data in real-time and thus
support continuous product quality monitoring during the
transport of the components.
In both scenarios 3 and 4, sensors are attached to the universal
load carriers (ULC) accompany the components during transport,
measure environmental influence parameters, like temperature,
air humidity, and shock and send the measured data to a central,

cloud-based quality information system. The sensor measurements
are categorized according to a simple evaluation model that is
based on information from the respective product data sheet.
Based on this evaluation model the sensor measurements may be
rated as “in order” (“OK”), “not in order” (“NOK”), or “undetermined”.
The sensor measurements “undetermined” hints to environmental
influences on a transport that may occasionally (more or less
frequently), but not always, result in quality defects of the
transported components.
Table 5 summarizes the probabilities for these sensor
measurements in scenario 3 and scenario 4. In every transport
relation, there is a certain number of transmission points. When
a transport means (truck, ship, train) passes such a point, a sensor
measurement is transferred. The number of transmission points in
each transport relation is provided in the last line of Table 5.
The model assumes that the sensors do not provide
erroneous “OK” and “NOK” measurements. This means that “OK”
sensor measurements only occur when the components are
without defects and that “NOK” measurements only occur when
components do indeed have defects. All the components without
defects result in either “OK” or “undetermined” measurements.
All defect components result in either “NOK” or “undetermined”
measurements.
Of the undetermined measurements, the model assumes that
50% of them are prove defective at the OEM’s warehouse entry
quality check, while the other half prove to be of acceptable
quality for building into the cars, and that this is known to the
sensor system provider.
Figure 2 shows the basic principle of the sensor-based quality
control monitoring and corrective methods for scenario 3 and
scenario 4. In both, scenario 3 and scenario 4, OK and to NOK
measurements trigger the same reaction: If the sensor values are
within their OK boundaries, no corrective measures are necessary.

Table 4. Defect probabilities of the transport relations in the simulation model.

Probabilities

Truck #2

Ship

Train

Probability of no defects
Defect probability

97.94%
2.06%

99.38%
0.62%

98.76%
1.24%

Table 5. Sensor measurement probabilities of the transport relations in scenarios 3 and 4.

Probabilities

Truck #2

Ship

Train

Probability of “OK” measurements
Probability of “NOK” measurement
Probability of “undetermined” measurement
Number of sensor data transmissions during transport

96.57%
0.69%
2.74%
3

98.96%
0.21%
0.83%
10

97.93%
0.41%
1.66%
5
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Figure 2. Sensor-based quality monitoring and corrective actions in (a) scenario 3 and (b) scenario 4.

If measurements of a sensor that is attached to an ULC are rated
third sensor measurement option “undetermined” is based on
a combination of sensor-based quality monitoring and manual
quality inspection at the OEM’s warehouse entry point. The reaction
to this option differs between scenario 3 and scenario 4, as shown
in Figure 2: Machines 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 22 as
being not OK (NOK), because they exceed certain thresholds, the
components in the ULC that the sensor accompanies are rated as
“NOK”, and, as a corrective action, the same number of components
is immediately re-ordered from the supplier to substitute for the
NOK components.
The reaction to the third sensor measurement option
“undetermined” is based on a combination of sensor-based quality
monitoring and manual quality inspection at the OEM’s warehouse
entry point. The reaction to this option differs between scenario 3

and scenario 4, as shown in Figure 2.
In scenario 3, as shown in Figure 2, part (a), the components
accompanied by that sensor are be subject to a quality check at
the arrival at the next supply chain node. This quality check results
in the re-classification of the checked parts as “without defects”
or “defect”. In the latter case, a re-ordering of the components to
substitute for the NOK components is triggered.
In scenario 4, as shown in Figure 2, part (b), sensor measurements
of the category “undetermined” also result in the components
accompanied by that sensor may be subject to a quality check
at the arrival at the next supply chain node. However, parts are
to be immediately re-ordered after the sensor measurement. As
it is known that, on average, in 50% of the undetermined sensor
measurement ratings the components accompanied by the
measuring sensor are defect, this immediate re-order is carried

Table 6. Configuration summary of scenarios 1–4. (Legend: o = no, x = yes).

Occurrence of defects
Manual quality inspection at OEM
Use of sensors in transport chain LSP-OEM
Full re-order of defect parts at OEM
Partial re-order at defect occurrence

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

o
o
o
o
o

x
x
o
x
o

x
x
x
x
o

x
x
x
(Partial)
x
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Figure 3. Simulation model in Tecnomatix Plant Simulation 14.1.

out for every second ULC. For that reason, no parts have to be reordered at the manual quality inspection.
Table 6 summarizes the configuration of the four scenarios
concerning the occurrence of quality defects of the components,
the execution of a manual quality inspection at the OEM’s
warehouse entry, the use of sensors monitoring environmental
conditions in the transport chain, and the re-order policies for
defect parts.
4.3. Simulation experiments and results
For each scenario, ten simulation experiments have been
performed, each with a simulated time of 500 days. The simulation
experiments compare the effects of the different quality
management procedures that were implemented in the different
scenarios. The parameter used for comparison is the difference
(variation) between inventory levels at the OEM’s warehouse.

Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the simulation model in Tecnomatix
PlantSimulation 14.1.
The inventory level at the OEM’s warehouse (invULC, OEM)
for a given simulated time t is calculated as the sum of the basic
inventory, with which the simulation model is initialized at the
beginning, and the cumulated components that have been resupplied both on regular orders (rULC, reg, OEM), as well as on
re-orders of quality defect components (rULC, qd, OEM) and that
have already reached the OEM’s warehouse, less the cumulated
ULC with defect components (dULC) that have been discharged
so far (Equation (1)):
inv
ULC, OEM (t) = invULC, OEM (t = 0) + rULC, reg, OEM (t) + rULC, qd,
OEM - dULC (t). (1)
The days inventory held show for how many days a production
with the currently stored amount of components (without any new

Table 7. Formula symbols and units.
Symbol
t

Unit
Second

invdih, OEM

ULC ﬁlled with 24 components
Days inventory held (regular
production per day: 1152 cars)

rULC, reg, OEM

ULC ﬁlled with 24 components

rULC, qd, OEM

ULC ﬁlled with 24 components

dULC (t)
pULC, reg

ULC ﬁlled with 24 components
ULC ﬁlled with 24 components

invULC, OEM
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Description
Simulated time from the start of the simulation
experiment
Inventory at OEM’s warehouse
Inventory at OEM’s warehouse
Cumulated number of regular re-orders for
components built into cars
Cumulated number of re-orders for components with
quality defects
Cumulated number of ULC with defect components
Regular production per day

components arriving) is possible. To calculate the days inventory
held, the current inventory is divided by the necessary parts per
day. In case of this simulation experiment, 48 carriers (each filled
with 24 components) are needed per day (Equation (2)):
inv
dih, OEM (t) = invULC, OEM (t)/PULC, reg. (2)
Table 7 lists the formula symbols used in Equations (1) and (2)
and the units:
In each simulation experiment, the initial inventory level at
the OEM’s warehouse is arbitrarily set at 2000 ULC (which equals
48,000 components). It takes roughly 20 days for the first ordered
and produced components to arrive at the OEM. During that
period, stored components are taken from the warehouse in order
to build them into the cars at the OEM. After that initial period,
components that are produced by the supplier start to arrive
on a regular basis. Gradually, a stationary situation is reached,
where average demand and production of components are on
similar levels. The initialization phase of 50 days is not considered.
For each of the three scenarios, the results of the ten simulation
experiments have been averaged to determine the parameters for

that scenario.
Figure 4 compares the development over simulated time of
the components’ inventory levels at the OEM’s warehouse for
scenarios 1, 2, 3, and 4:
They key parameters of inventory levels in each scenario are
listed in Table 8. The inventory levels differ in each scenario. In
scenario 1, the OEM’s warehouse inventory levels are generally the
highest, whereas, in scenario 2, they are generally the lowest. In
scenario 3, they are higher than in scenario 2, whereas in scenario
4, they are almost as high as in scenario 1.
Table 8 also compares the spread of OEM’s warehouse inventory
levels in each scenario by the difference between minimum and
maximum inventory levels.
This difference between minimum and maximum inventory
levels is the largest in scenario 2. In both scenario 3 and scenario
4, this difference is considerably smaller than in scenario 2. As the
difference between minimum and maximum inventory levels
determines the necessary safety stocks in order to prevent stockouts of components, it can be concluded that, in scenario 3 and

Figure 4. Comparison of scenarios 1–4 of original equipment manufacturers (OEM’s) warehouse inventory levels over simulated time.

Table 8. Key parameters of inventory levels in scenarios 1–4.

Scenario

Mean Inventory
Level

Minimum
Inventory Level

Maximum
Inventory Level

Difference Max.
to Min. Levels

Difference in Days
Inventory Held

Scenario 1

1060

988

1127

139

2.90

Scenario 2

1017

925

1088

163

3.41

Scenario 3

1022

947

1087

140

2.93

Scenario 4

1055

990

1119

129

2.69
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scenario 4, the safety stocks can be kept at a considerably lower
level, as compared to scenarios 2.

or otherwise unknown events. Machine learning is a subset of
artificial intelligence in the field of computer science. Its task is
to create and subsequently improve models that are based on
the processing of training data. These models can predict new
situations. Examples are artificial neural networks, support vector
5. Discussion
machines, and Bayesian networks [41,42].
Mobile sensors can accompany, or be attached to, transported
goods during transport processes and measure parameters like  Experimental determination of product specific susceptibility
to failure mechanisms can use either destructive or none.g., temperature or vibrations. These sensing devices generate
destructive testing methods [43]. In destructive testing, tests are
an enormous volume of raw sensor data. In particular, raw sensor
carried out to the test object’s failure, in order to understand the
data tends to be very low-level and it must be further processed,
test object’s performance or material behavior under different
analyzed, and transformed into higher-level information in order
loads. Examples of destructive testing are stress tests, crash tests,
to be meaningful to applications and users. In the context of SCEM
hardness tests, and metallographic tests. Non-destructive testing
systems, critical quality related events have to be detected from the
(NDT) includes a large variety of analysis techniques to examine,
raw sensor data. These are events that indicate the occurrence, or
inspect, and evaluate the properties of a material, component,
increased risk of occurrence, of a quality defect, so that the quality
or system without causing damage. It uses physical effects like
of an article or component no longer conforms to the requirements
electromagnetic radiation, sound and other signal conversions
or performs its function according to the specification.
to examine metallic and non-metallic materials for integrity,
Our conclusion from our examination of the relations between
composition, or condition with no alteration of the article
environmental influences and quality defects of automotive
undergoing examination. Methods include e.g., visual inspection,
products is that actually determining changes in product quality
volumetric inspection with penetrating radiation, such as X-rays,
from sensor data is not a trivial task. We have established that,
neutrons or gamma radiation, or ultrasonic testing with sound
during transport processes in supply chains, environmental
waves, or the application of fine iron particles onto magnetized
influences may cause quality defects via failure mechanisms. These
ferrous materials.
environmental conditions express themselves in, and can be
Data mining, predictive analytics, and machine learning
derived from, physical or mechanical parameters, which in turn can
be measured by mobile sensors attached to products/materials. methods are a proven instrument that can establish which sensor
For that reason, such mobile sensors, or networks of mobile data indicate critical events with an impact on product quality.
sensors, attached to products allow for the monitoring of these However, they need a large amount of real-life sensor data as well
environmental conditions and environmental influences affecting as detailed and reliable additional data on product quality and its
goods during transport processes by measuring environmental changes, deteriorations and product damages in order to extract
influence parameters, like e.g., temperature, air humidity, or shock, meaningful correlations. Experimentally derived product quality
during transport processes. For that reason, sensors can detect models also need a large amount of data. Non-destructive testing
critical, quality related events. Sensor measurements indicating methods require an often-expensive infrastructure.
Destructive tests are generally easier to carry out, yield more
certain physical parameters result in the information that certain
information, and are easier to interpret than non-destructive
environmental conditions are likely to cause quality damage.
However, it is difficult to determine critical events that have testing methods. However, destructive testing methods consume
an impact on product quality during transport from sensor data, several sacrificial products during the tests, thus increasing the
because it is difficult to determine which sensor measurements costs. For this reason, destructive testing methods are suitable, and
actually indicate conditions that are causing damage to products economic, for mass-produced objects.
As we have shown, product data sheets constitute an excellent
or deteriorate their quality.
The relations between environmental conditions and changes source for the derivation of thresholds for sensor values in the
in product quality have to be captured in product related quality absence of such quality models for individual products.
Our conclusion from the simulation study is that a sensormodels, which are very specific to the individual characteristics of
a product. Two methods are possible in order to establish a quality based SCEM system that can consider quality aspects in real time
can reduce costs and/or improve the logistic performance in an
model:
automotive supply chain.
 Data Mining, Predictive Analytics, and Machine Learning
A study of the 100 largest international automotive suppliers
methods: Data mining is the process of discovering patterns in
large data sets involving methods at the intersection of machine by McKinsey & Company, Düsseldorf, Germany, in cooperation
learning, statistics, and database systems. It is used to extract with the European automotive supplier association CLEPA 100
information from a data set and transform the information into predicts that digitalization of production in the context of Industry
a comprehensible structure for further use. Predictive analytics 4.0 has the potential to reduce quality related costs by 20%, e.g., by
encompasses a variety of statistical techniques from data reducing product defects through data based real-time monitoring
mining, predictive modelling, and machine learning, to analyze of production and logistics systems [44].
Our simulation study hints to that a sensor-based transport
current and historical facts to make predictions about future
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Figure 5. Earlier reaction to quality issues with sensor-based quality monitoring.
monitoring system can also reduce logistics related costs. In
the simulation study, the scenario including a sensor-based
monitoring system resulted in the lower safety stock levels needed
to prevent production stock-outs. The stock levels can be even
lower when parts are immediately re-ordered after suspicious
sensor measurements, even if these do not necessarily indicate
real defects. The main reason for this is the earlier recognition of
quality problems and the longer reaction time (cf. Figure 5).
Whereas, in a scenario with conventional quality management
procedures, many quality defects that are caused by environmental
influences during will only be recognized for the first time at the
OEM’s warehouse entry, sensors accompanying the components
during transport can send a message shortly after the event. For
the supply chain that was examined in the simulation study, the
time saving may amount to as much as two weeks in the case of a
quality damaging event during sea transport. This allows for much
earlier re-ordering of components, and consequently the timelier
arrival of the re-ordered components at the customer.

6. Conclusions
This article has described an approach for monitoring
transport processes in automotive supply chains using sensor
data. Mobile sensors accompanying transport goods combined
with telematics and digital services can continually provide data
on environmental influences affecting these goods via failure
mechanisms. The influences of environmental conditions on
automotive components and products depend foremost on the
materials used.
Our simulation has shown how use of sensor data in an eventdriven control of material flows can reduce the necessary safety
stock levels of components in an automotive supply chain.
In conclusion, planning and control of networked production
and logistics processes in the automotive industry can be improved

by the timely consideration of sensor-based quality data. Individual
product quality models are needed to describe the effects of
environmental influences on failure mechanisms for individual
products in the necessary detail that is required to translate sensor
measurements into product quality relevant data.
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Appendix A
Tables with additional data on environmental conditions,
environmental influences, environmental influence parameters,
failure mechanisms and material classes relevant to transport
processes in the automotive industry.
Table A1. Environmental conditions, environmental influences
and environmental influence parameters that are relevant to
transport processes, according to standards DIN EN 60721-1:199702 and DIN EN 60721-3-2:2016-06 [35,36].
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Table A1.
Environmental Condition

Environmental Inﬂuences
Cold and heat

Environmental Inﬂuence Parameters

Radiation (sun)
Radiation (heat)
Water (except rain)
Wetness
Thawing
Ice and icing

Temperature
Temperature change rate
Relative air humidity
Absolute air humidity
Air pressure
Pressure change rate
Air velocity
Amount of precipitation (rain, snow)
Rain drift
Kinetic energy of hail
Intensity of sun radiation
Intensity of heat radiation
-

Biological environmental
conditions

Fauna
Flora

-

Chemical agents

Salty fogs (oceanic salt and road
salt)
Salty water
Sulfur dioxide
Hydrogen Sulphide
Hydrogen Chlorid, Fluorid
Ammoniak
Ozon
Nitrogen Oxid

Mass concentration
Mass concentration
Mass concentration
Mass concentration
Mass concentration
Mass concentration

Mechanically active substances

Sand
Dust

-

Noisy vibration
Shock
Free fall
Tilting
Rolling, pitching

Spectral acceleration density
Acceleration
Height of fall
Angle
Duration
Acceleration
Load pressure

Air humidity
Atmospheric pressure

Climatic environmental conditions

Mechanical environmental
conditions

Air circulation
Precipitation (Rain/snow/hail)

Steady acceleration
Static load
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-

Table A2. Materials in automotive modules [3,37,38].

Automotive
Component

Metals

Synthetic
Polymers

Car body structures

x

x

Roof module

x

x

x

x

Door modules

x

x

x

x

Tailgate module

x

x

x

x

Engine bonnet

x

Front end module

x

x

Wings

x
x

Window panes

Ceramics

x

Bumper
Lighting

Natural
Polymers

Glasses

x

x

x

x

x

Cockpit module

x

x

x

Power shaft console

x

x

x

x

Seats

x

x

x

x

x

x

Sheathing
Security belts

x

x

Motor module

x

x

x

Exhaust apparatus

x

x

x

Fuel tank module

x

x

Battery pack

x

x

Power electronics

x

x

Electrical engines

x

x

Clutch

x

x

Transmission gearbox

x

Axle drive

x

Cardan shaft

x

Axle module

x

x

Brake transmission

x

x

Brake force distribution

x

Tail

x

x

Pedal module

x

x

Brake hoses

x

x

Wheel units

x

x

Wiring harnesses

x

x

x

Electrical components

x

x

x

x
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Table A3. Classification of automotive modules according to the material they are made of [3,37].

No.

Material Classes

Automotive Modules

MF-1

Metals

Axle drive
Brake force distribution
Cardian shaft
Transmission gearbox
Engine bonnet

MF-2

Synthetic polymers

Wings
Bumpers

MF-3

Metals
Synthetic polymers,

Battery pack
Brake transmission
Brake hoses
Electrical engines
Tails
Car body structures
Wheel units
Fuel tank module
Clutch
Power electronics
Pedal module
Security belts

MF-4

Synthetic polymers
Natural polymers,

Sheathing

MF-5

Synthetic polymers
Glasses

Window panes

MF-6

Metals
Synthetic polymers
Natural polymers

Seats

MF-7

Metals
Synthetic polymers
Ceramics,

Exhaust apparatus
Axle module
Electrical components
Wiring harnesses
Motor module

MF-8

Metals
Synthetic polymers
Glasses

Lighting
Front end module

MF-9

Metals
Synthetic polymers
Natural polymers
Glasses

Cockpit module
Roof module
Tailgate module
Power shaft console
Door modules
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Table A4. Failuremechanisms and their relation to environmental influences and tomaterial families [3,35–38].

Failure Mechanism

Environmental
Inﬂuence

Environmental
Inﬂuence Parameter

Material

Corrosion

Thawing
Chemical agents
Cold/heat
Air circulation
Precipitation (rain)

Mass concentration
Temperature
Velocity
Amount of precipitation

Metals

Imbibition

Thawing
Chemical agents
Cold/heat
Precipitation (rain)

Mass concentration
Temperature
Amount of precipitation

Natural polymers
Synthetic polymers

Chemical agents
Air humidity

Natural polymers
Synthetic polymers

Radiation

Mass concentration
Relative air humidity
Absolute air humidity
Intensity

Bond cleavage

Cold/heat
Radiation

Temperature
Intensity

Natural polymers
Synthetic polymers

Mechanical overload

Shock
Vibration

Acceleration
Spectral acceleration
density

Solid substances
(depending on their
strength)

Mechanical fatigue

Shock
Vibration

Acceleration
Spectral acceleration
density

Solid substances
(depending on their
strength)

Attrition/wear

Air circulation
Mechanically active
substances
Shock

Weathering

Vibration

Bio-deterioration

Temperature overload

References

Chemical agents
Fauna (insects, rodents)
Flora (mold, fungi)
Cold/wheat
Air humidity

Velocity
Mass density (mass per
volume)
Acceleration
Spectral acceleration
density
Mass concentration
Temperature
Relative air humidity
Absolute air humidity

Mechanically active
substances (organic dust)

Mass density

Cold/heat

Temperature
Temperature change rate
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News

Vikram Kirloskar is the
new CII President

T

he Confederation
Mr. Narendran is the CEO &
of Indian Industry
Managing Director of Tata
(CII) announced
Steel Limited.
new office-bearers for
Mr. Kirloskar has been
the year 2019-20. Vikram
associated with CII for
Kirloskar - the Chairman
three decades and has
and Managing Director of
been Chairman of Global
Kirloskar Systems Ltd., and
Innovation and Technology
Vikram Kirloskar
Vice Chairman of Toyota
Alliance (GITA) Board since its
Kirloskar Motor takes over from Rakesh inception in 2012-13.
Bharti Mittal, Vice Chairman, Bharti
Vikram Kirloskar is a 4th
Enterprises as the new President of
Generation member of the Kirloskar
CII for 2019-20. Uday Kotak, Founder
Group started in 1888 and is a
and MD & CEO of Kotak Mahindra
Graduate in Mechanical Engineering
Bank, is the President Designate of
from the Massachusetts Institute of
CII for 2019-20. T. V. Narendran takes
Technology, USA.
over as CII Vice President for 2019-20.

India, Sweden launches joint
Industrial R&D programme

I

ndia and Sweden have announced
the India-Sweden Collaborative
Industrial Research & Development
Programme on the occasion of the
Sweden-India Innovation Partnership
AI for All Summit. The programme will
address a range of global challenges
through technology and innovation. The
Joint programme is co-funded by Indian
Department of Science & Technology
(DST) and Sweden’s Innovation Agency
– Vinnova. Full-Scale R&D projects,
focused on co-development of new

products, processes or technologies;
Product Adaptation projects will be
funded under this new programme.
Vinnova will provide funding to Swedish
side participants upto 2,500,000
Swedish Krona as grant. On the
Indian side, conditional grant of upto
50% with a limit of INR 1.5 crores per
project to Indian project partners to be
provided. Klas Molin, Ambassador of
Sweden to India and Joakim Appelquist,
Deputy Director General, Vinnova were
present for the summit.

FAME II Scheme
for promoting
EVs gets Union
Cabinet’s nod

T

he much-awaited Faster Adoption and
Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles II (FAME II)
scheme has finally been cleared by the union
cabinet on February 28, 2019 with a total allocation
of INR 10,000 crore. The allotted amount will be laid
out in the next three years with the scheme being
implemented from April 1, 2019. The new scheme
is in succession to the FAME I scheme which
earmarked an investment of INR 895 crore in 2015.
The current allocation of INR 10,000 crore has been
channelized to speed up the development of EVs
and EV infrastructure in a bid to achieve the target
of 100 per cent electrification of vehicles by 2030.
The FAME II scheme primarily aims to
incentivise the purchase of electric vehicles and
establishing the requisite charging infrastructure
for electric vehicles. The emphasis will also
continue to be on the electrification of public
transport vehicles and other shared mobility
solutions like last mile connectivity solutions
such as three-wheelers and light commercial
vehicles. The incentives will be mainly given to
the commercial three-wheeler and four-wheeler
vehicles along with private two-wheelers.
The government is targeting to facilitate
the purchase of 10 lakh electric two-wheelers, 5
lakh electric three-wheelers, 55,000 electric four
wheelers and 7000 buses within the timeframe of
its regulation. However, incentives will be given
only to those vehicles which are powered by a
lithium-ion battery or run on other advance
technology like fuel cell as an effort to
encourage new age technologies.
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Beyond Factory Walls

When Birds aren't
Attracted to Feeders

PHOTO: ADOBE STOCK

Occasionally, birds will
mysteriously disappear
from backyard feeders.
Those who feed birds
know these creatures
are often unpredictable
and have natural cycles
of food preferences.
Unnatural causes might
be to blame, however,
and every backyard bird
enthusiast should be
on the alert lest local
populations be harmed
or put at risk. This article
explores three reasons
birds might avoid
feeders, some harmful
and some harmless food
supply, timing, and
location.

E

very backyard bird enthusiast will testify that there are
fluctuations in their feathered visitors' numbers. Beginners
may feel alarmed when there are no visitors at the feeder for
a period of time. There could be a natural, benign reason, or the
problem may be a cause for concern. Troubleshooting the lack of
birds at your bird feeder will help ensure you are helping the birds
you feed and watch, not causing further danger.

1. Food check-up
Check the food supply. If it is moldy from moisture and age,
it can cause illness and disease in birds. Birds may mistakenly eat
moldy seed, unaware of its dangers; but they will turn their beaks
up at rancid foods. Suet and seeds that are rich in oil (black oil
type sunflower, safflower) are prone to turning rancid quickly,
especially in the heat.
Seed should be stored in a cool, dry area in a tightly-covered
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container. A galvanized metal pail is ideal for preventing access to
rodents, and with a tight lid it is reasonably sealed from moisture.
During the summer, food supplies in feeders will last a little
longer in the shade instead of in direct sun.
Sugar water for hummingbirds and orioles can also go bad
very quickly. Fortunately, with a clear feeder it is easy to tell if
the nectar is good or bad. A cloudy solution is bad — remove it
immediately and clean the feeder before replacing it with a fresh
supply. Mother problem may be that the food you are offering
is not a favourite for the birds you want to attract. Read the
ingredients on the seed blends you buy. Very few, desirable birds
like red millet and milo, yet these seeds are frequently added to
lesser quality bird seed blends. Black oil sunflower is the favourite
of most birds and is a good choice for a new feeder.
Offering mealworms in spring may bring your visitors back
in a hurry, plus a few new birds that don't eat seeds. Bluebirds,

robins, and warblers appreciate a mealworm snack, and
may also bring fledglings to partake. Mealworms can be
placed in any tray-style feeder.
Fruit-loving birds can be enticed with orange or melon
halves and, once attracted, they will also readily eat jelly (a
more affordable option for the feeder). The gnats and fruit
flies that gather on these offerings will be an additional
attraction to birds.

2. Timing is everything
In some seasons, no birds at your feeders could be
a good thing. It means the birds in your area are finding
plenty of natural sources of food. As spring turns to
summer and insects, fruit, and wild grains and seeds are
more available, birds are not as desperate for your free
meals as they are in the winter.
If you avoid putting chemicals on your lawn and
provide seed and berry producing plants, shrubs, and trees
your backyard is a veritable smorgasbord of goodness
for birds. While a ready supply of seed in a feeder is very
attractive, it's hard to compete when the mayflies are
hatching, or juicy caterpillar morsels are so plentiful.
However, if your lawn and gardens are chemically treated,
you have essentially removed one of nature's welcome
mats to birds. Insects are a vital source of high-protein food
for baby birds. No bugs in your yard may be great for your
family, but the birds will move on with the food supply.
Is it the time of day? As the days lengthen, birds rise
earlier to feed, and come later for an evening meal. You
may also have noticed in past seasons that there are times
when many species of birds tend to congregate in an area
all at once. One curious bird who finds a new source of
food can attract many others.
If you suspect timing is the problem, and your schedule
is causing you to miss the brief visits your feeders do enjoy,
plan to use a future free day to watch the feeder. Children
will love to help spy and record sightings for this project.
Or, keep a journal of the birds you see at the feeder, the
time, weather conditions, and any other relevant data. As
you watch, focus on different areas of your yard, and the
different levels of vegetation (ground, shrub, and tree top
levels), you may notice that birds are indeed present.
More than likely, visiting birds will only be temporarily
distracted by the season's new menu, and the busyness of
mating and nesting season. Keep a small supply of seed in
your feeders, and you'll soon be back in business.
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3. Location of new feeders
When placing a feeder outdoors for the first time, the
beginning backyard bird watcher will prefer a location
suited to the viewers. The purpose, after all, is to enjoy
watching birds from the comfort of your home, ideally
from the breakfast table or a screened-in porch. If a new
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bird feeder has not had any visitors for at least two weeks, and
the above points have been modified, the location may be the
problem.
Each bird prefers to eat at a specific level. Being opportunists,
most birds will adjust their preferences for an easy meal, but
you'll have more takers if you position the feeder to suit your
favourite species' preferences. Some like to feed on the ground,
but since seed can mold quickly on moist soil and turf, offer
it in low platform feeders. Other birds like a higher location,
and still others are built to eat while clinging (called clingers woodpeckers, nuthatches).
Feeders hung from trees can swing wildly in high winds. In
the winter, birds may risk such a precarious position, but usually
they will avoid it when other food is plentiful. Use a pole mount
feeder, or move the hanging feeder to a more sheltered spot, if
winds are a consistent problem on your property.
Birds also feel more comfortable feeding if there are nearby
perches to use, from which they can survey the area for safety
before diving in. Raptor birds overhead and lurking felines below
may make birds feel threatened. Keep feeders at least five feet
from hiding places such as shrubs to keep outdoor cats from
using it to stalk their prey. Feeders positioned under trees will
help deter raptor birds from sampling your yard birds.
Outdoor cats are among the largest threats to birds at
backyard feeders. You may have to contend with this problem
from neighbourhood cats, since most municipalities have no
laws against free-roaming felines. Approach the problem first
diplomatically by asking your neighbours to confine their cats
at least during the day. Bells on collars are not an effective
solution. If local cats continue to be a problem, try deterring
cats by keeping a long-range water gun handy and spraying the
offenders. A cat's hunting instinct is too ingrained to expect they
can be trained not to bother birds at your feeder. You may need
to rely on position, or consider a cage-style feeder. Cage feeders
allow small birds to feed unharmed while preventing entrance to
squirrels and bigger birds.
You may also want to consider suspending feeding during
the summer, and focus your birdwatching toward your visitors'
natural habits. Find organic methods of maintaining your Ian and
garden beds and birds will aid in keeping the insect population
in check. Plant trees and shrubs for their nut and berry crops that
birds love. Choose flowers that produce a head of dried seed if
left to dry on their stalks: sunflower, zinnia, black-eyed susans,
coneflowers, and cosmos are hardy species and bird favourites.
Hummingbirds love trumpet-shaped flowers like trumpet vine
and honeysuckle.
If, after you have considered and tested each of these
solutions and birds are still not visiting your feeders, contact a
local wildlife organization or the county extension office. These
experts may be aware of current conditions or diseases that
threaten the bird population. Local birding chapters are another
valuable source of solving problems in your yard, and may lead to
a new chapter in your own enjoyment of birdwatching.
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